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1816
The year 1816 is marked by the progress of the pioneers from Bordeaux to
Saint Thomas, Kentucky. Felix apologizes for not saying goodbye in person
to his father. He reports on the positive attitude of the French, something
many Italians found hard to believe. The details of departure, sailing, the
storms at sea, the vow to Saint Vincent, and the landing at Baltimore figure in
several letters. Once arrived in America, Felix is struck by the variety of
Protestant groups, and senses in himselfa desire to work among the Indians.
In this year appears also the first letter, in excerpt, to Dubourg's sister, a
staunch supporter ofher brother's plans. The trip to Pittsburgh was difficult
and depressing, while the ride down the Ohio lifted the missioners' spirits.
Everywhere the Vincentians experienced warm hospitality.
8. TO GIOVANNI MAURIZIO DE ANDREIS, DEMONTE"
Turin
4 [Januaryl1816
My Beloved Father,"
The consolation I experienced in embracing my brother Vrncenzo39
makes me regret that overwhelming circumstances wiII not allow me
to fulfill the same duty toward the dearest person I have in this world,
my dearest father, nor with anyone else in the family.40 But I am letting
my brother take my place to present my legitimate and justifiable
excuses. Everything I could say you will hear from him, who, together
with my other brother, Giuseppe, wiII fulfill my duties and show you
my love and thanks, the sweetest fruits of filial piety.
I am leaving, clearly summoned by him whom I must obey, even
before a father. He says: qui diligit potrem suum etc. plusquam me non est
me dignus ["He who loves his father, etc., more than me is not worthy
37 Letter 8. Autograph letter, Italian, one page, in the archives of the province of Turin,
De Andreis papers.
311 In another hand: Gio[vanni] Morizio De Andreis, Notary in Demonte.
3~ In another hand: This Vincenzo, a lawyer and later senator, transferred his
residence to Turin, and left descendants.
40 More details on this visit appear in Letter 21,3 September 1816, addressed to his
brother.
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Period map of Bordeaux. Pictures on the bottom of the view of the city from the Quai
de Chartons. Published by Baldwin and Cradock. Drawn by W.B. Clark.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial Archives
of me"]." I hope that you will join me in making this sacrifice to God.
He asks it of us and has the right to do so. In this way we thank him
for having deigned to cast his loving glance on us for this great and
magnificent work. It turns a thousand admiring eyes and excites so
many zealous souls with holy envy. The enormous load burdening
my shoulders would crush me without God's special help. Please
implore this for me and have my good friends implore it, too. My best
and hurried greetings to the entire family, friends and acquaintances. I
leave tomorrow. I will not stop sending my love.
Believe me that I will always be, and ever show you my tender,
cordial and filial attention and respect,
Your affectionate and obedient son,
Felix,
unworthy priest of the Congregation of the Mission
41 Luke 14:26 NAB: "If anyone comes to me without turning his back on his father
... he cannot be my follower."
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9. TO CARLO DOMENICO SICARDI, C.M.,
VICAR GENERAL, ROME"
Bordeaux
1 February 1816
Very reverend and dear Father,
In this present letter I have the honor of reporting to you about
our voyage, successfully completed on the thirtieth of January. We left
behind in Toulouse our companions who had departed Rome two
months before us, but who will arrive in Bordeaux five or six days
after us because of the various trials which they had to suffer on the
sea. I do not know how to express my consolation in having found
them in Toulouse after the bitter sorrow I experienced at Montpellier.
During our stay there we had very good reason to fear that they had
drowned in a shipwreck," and so made to God the sacrifice of having
[__]44, but blessed be the Lord who mortificat et vivifieat, dedueit ad
inferos et redueit ["(The Lord) puts to death and gives life; he casts down
to the nether world; he raises up again")." God wanted me to be
detached from everything [--I. [--I the tailor had ever left the
Company; I had [--I him [--I prosperous.
Also, my journey turned to my profit because of the problems we
suffered from the unbelievably overwhelming cold in the mountains
42 Letter 9. Autograph letter, Italian, two pages" in the archives of the General Curia,
Rome. De Andreis collection, Volume I,Part I, Sect. D,#lb, 7~8. Cited in Joseph Rosati, Sketches
of the life of the Very Reverend Felix De Andreis, First Superior of the Congregation of
the Mission in the United States, and Vicar-General of the Diocese of New Orleans; with
a sketch of the Progress of the Catholic Religion in the United States, from the Beginning
of the Present Century to the Year 1860. Trans. Francis Burlando, CM. (Saint Louis, 1861),
67-68. Hereinafter Sketches of the Life. Also cited in Ricciardelli, Vita, 226-27.
The name of the recipient was added in another hand.
4J The Rosati group avoided shipwreck by traveling overland from Marseilles to
Toulouse, to avoid the high winds characteristic of the season. Brother Borawanski,
however, stayed with the baggage on the ship. (Joseph Rosati, CM., "Itineraire," 5 and
20 November 1815. The "Itineraire" was Rosati's diary;. referred to on occasion by De
Andreis. From a transcription of the original in Rome by Charles L. Souvay, copy in
DRMA.)
44 Ink stains and resulting holes in the original account for several illegible words.
45 1 Sam 2:6.
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of Savoy." Because of it we had to have the horses unhitched, and we
had to stay in the carriage all during a frightful storm that threatened
to engulf us. Because of the storm we had to walk some distance on
foot with the snow up to our knees; a little more snow would have
buried us. After crossing the Dauphine and Provence, Languedoc and
Gascony we found no more snow and had a very lovely trip.
We have also experienced here the good-hearted French. There
are many persons back there [in Italy) who are determined to believe
that they [the French) act in all the abnormal ways that are found in an
army. If they would come to these parts, they would be forced, to their
shame, to revise their biases. I feel consoled that a most fruitful mission
was conducted in Orleans and that from there the zealous missionaries
traveled to another city to do the same. In Brittany, too, they are
conducting very successful missions. TheFrench are perfectly disposed
to a spiritual regeneration. The terrible thing is that they lack priests.
In the dioceses of Montpellier, Toulouse and Bordeaux, not to mention
others, hundreds of parishes go without priests. 0 God, what
desolation.
That very worthy and truly saintly prelate, the archbishop of
Bordeaux," deigned to receive me in his palace and at his table," and
he named me a prison chaplain. The others have been lodged here
and there with pious persons, some with the Daughters of Charity. I
met with three of the superiors of the Daughters today and they spoke
enthusiastically about you. They are prepared to follow us to Louisiana,
but I will deal with this with Father [Dominique-Fran.;ois) Hanon in
Paris." I have found at Saint Marcellin in Dauphine Father [Gabriel)
Boussan, at Carcassonne Father [Philippe-Clement) Eustache, at
Toulouse Father [Jean) Compans and here at Bordeaux the well-known
4(, The writer seems to be speaking of the supernatural merit that his sufferings
gained for himseH.
47 Charles Franc;ois d'Aviau du Bois de Sanzai, archbishop of Vienne (1789-1801),
became the first archbishop of Bordeaux after the revolution (1802-1826).
48 The Hotel du Doyenne, since the revolutionary government had seized the
traditional residence.
.f9 Letter 10, 10 February 1816. Plans for sending Daughters of Charity to America
date from at least 1811, but they were frustrated first by Napoleon and later by other
unknown causes.
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FatherVincent Wlechmans.50 All of them oblige me to pay their respects
to you and from first to last they send their cordial love to Father
[Bartolomeo] Colucci, whom they knew in Bologna.
The affairs of the Congregation in France are moving along well
since the decree for the reestablishment of the Congregation came out
from the court.51 Several confreres and some novices are now living
with Father Hanon in Paris. People here have bad feelings about how
the French vicar general lost some of his jurisdiction. 1 attended a
meeting of notable clergy whom 1thanked, but 1responded: je reconnois
celui qui m'a envoy" de Rome ["I recognize him who sent me from
Rome"]." Then 1had to quiet down the crowd by saying that this was
only a provisional arrangement that, indeed, we would have had in
case of another [vicar] general who was not French. 1certainly do not
know whether [Fran,ois] Watel or [Nicolas] Pierron would have
supported this.53
50 These were young Vincentians at the time of the Revolution. Boussan/Bossan
took vows in 1779, and fled to Bologna about 1792; Eustache pronounced his vows in
1777, and fled to Spain in 1792; Compans took vows in 1766, and died 7 February 1835,
at Toulouse: Wlechmans (whose name is spelled in several ways, such as Fleckmans, as
it is here) fled to Italy 1792. He died 27June 1831, at Bordeaux. Compans, whose history
of the life of Christ (Paris, 1785; Itai. ed., Milan, 1812) was well respected, was, it should
be noted, nearly elected vicar general at the assembly of 12 August 1816. Rosati recalled
that Compans (spelled Compaing) had donated a large number ofbooks for the American
mission. (Joseph Rosati, CM., "Recollections of the Establishment of the Congregation
of the Mission in the United States of America," trans. Stafford Poole, CM., Vincentian
Heritage 1 [1980]: 87. Series appeared in Vincentian Heritage 1 (1980) through 5:2 (984).
[Herinafter cited as "Recollections:' VH followed by the volume and page number.])
51 The congregation was reestablished by the decree of 7 Prairia}. year XII of the
republican calendar, or 27 May 1804. Napoleon, however, suppressed it a second time,
26 September 1809, and it was again reestablished 3 February 1816. It is to this decree, in
all likelihood, that the writer is referring. Perhaps the decree became known unofficially,
since the official date of reestablishment comes after the date of this letter.
52 This statement would have outraged some French Vincentians, since De Andreis
was clearly supporting the loss of jurisdiction suffered by the French vicar general in
favor of the Italian one, who had sent him from Rome to America. Besides, he was
leaving from France, and technically under the jurisdiction of the French vicar. To observe
the formalities, however, he did write to Father Hanon a few days later, Letter 10, 10
February 1816.
53 Nicolas Pierron (d. 1703) and Fran~oisWatel (d. 1710) were previous superiors
general. The following appears in another hand at the end of the letter: "Father De
Andreis made a mistakei both were French." This seems to mean that DeAndreis should
have mentioned two Italian vicars, Benedetto Fenaja and Carlo Domenico Sicardi
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Father [Giovanni] Craveri at Turin was very welcoming, even
paying all the expenses of our lodging, which amounted to more than
fifteen scudi." He asked me to pay my respects when I would write
[you], as I am now doing. I am very obliged to you for your
recommendation made to Father [Giuseppel Giordana. He has shown
us all the courtesies you suggested, and forwarded to us from Turin
the letters that had been sent there.
I am embarked on a great ship. I thank God for being with me
there because I acknowledge him alone as its compass, rudder and
pilot on that same ship. Yet I have a great need of prayers. Please pray
for me. Recommend me warmly to our good confreres there so that,
because of my sins and my pride, I might not ruin God's work, but
might learn to humble myself well, and so become an apt instrument
in God's hands to do whatever his admirable proVidence has
determined. Ut sive per vitam sive per mortem nomen Dei glorificetur
["Whether through life or through death, may the name of God be
glorified"l.55 In my weakness I beg every day in holy mass that the
sovereign God might deign to bless your old age and preserve you for
the good of the Congregation. I am ever mindful of the many
obligations that I acknowledge in particular and which more than ever
bind me to declare myself, with the most affectionate respect and
veneration for you, your most humble, devoted and obedient servant,
Felix De Andreis,
unworthy priest of the Congregation of the Mission
P.S. My regards to those perinde ac si nominati essent ["as if they have
been listed by name"],56 also in the name of all my companions who
are safe and happy, as mentioned above.
54 Since there was no Vincentian house in Turin at the period, the missionaries had
to find public lodgings.
55 Cited loosely from Phil] :20 NAB: "... I have full confidence that now as always
Christ will be exalted through me, whether I live or die."
56 A commonplace expression.
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10. TO DOMINIQUE FRANl;:OIS HANON, C.M.,
VICAR GENERAL, PARIS"
Bordeaux
10 February 1816
Sir and Most Honored Father,
Taking advantage of the opportunity offered me by one of these
good Sisters of Charity on her way to Paris, I have the honor of
informing you of our arrival in Bordeaux. I also present you my humble
respects together with those of our entire band of missionaries sent to
found a seminary and give missions in Louisiana, according to the
information that you have doubtless received from Father Sicardi. Since
I am uncertain whether I will be able to go to Paris to offer you my
respects in person before our departure, I am fulfilling that duty with
this letter.
As Father Sicardi has made you aware of the purpose of our
mission, you will perhaps have noticed a wish of mine, already
expressed, as well as a hope. With your kind help, I would like to be
able to find in France some handwritten copies of the particular rules
for our domestic duties and for conducting our missions (except for
those of the visitor, superior and the assistant, which my companions
copied in Genoa). The pressure of our departure prevented us from
copying them in Rome. Also, if it is possible, we would be extremely
obliged to have some [copies of the liturgical] offices of our holy
57 Letter 10. Autograph letter, French, three pages with address, in the archives of the
Congregation of the Mission, Paris. De Andreis file.
Dominique Fran~oisHanon (1757-1816), a seminary professor at the outbreak
of the Revolution. On the death of the French vicar general, Placiard, Hanan was named
vicar general for France. After nearly five years in prison, he resumed his office in 1814.
King Louis XVIII granted the Congregation legal existence, 3 February 1816, but Hanon
died of a stroke, 24 April 1816, shortly after receiving this letter.
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founder. You might be able to give them to Bishop Dubourg'" , bishop
of Louisiana, during his stay in Paris. This worthy prelate will perhaps
speak with you again to obtain some of our sisters for a foundation in
New Orleans. I would be delighted if this could happen. I join my
wishes to his to enlist your support in this new project, ifyou believe it
could contribute to the greater glory of God and to the salvation of
those poor people. I have spoken about it with the good sisters in
Bordeaux and several have offered themselves for this work and await
only a mission from their superiors.
For the rest, the work in which I am engaged is such as would
astonish and terrify the most zealous and the best prepared. What can
be said when we see it confided to a weak young man without
knowledge, experience or prudence, nor all the qualities required for
apostolic men? There is only the maxim of Saint Vincent to reassure
me when he says: It is a sign that God wishes to insert his holy hand
when he places us in works surpassing our abilities.59
In this matter I ask the help of your prayers and the prayers of
those whom you might employ in this ut sublimitas sit virtutis Dei, et
non ex nobis ["that the glory be to the power of God and not to US"].60
Father, I ask your pardon for the faults which I might have made in
writing in a language foreign to me, but with which in the future I will
have to familiarize myself'!
I am, with the most profound respect and veneration of you, Sir
and Most Honored Father,
your very humble and obedient servant,
Felix De Andreis,
unworthy priest of the Mission
58 Louis William Valentine Dubourg (1766-1833). After his ordination in France on
the eveof the Revolution, he was forced to flee to Baltimore, where he joined the Sulpici.ans
in 1795. He was involved in Sulpician works in the United States and briefly in Cuba.
He was appointed as administrator of the diocese of Louisiana in 1812, but refused to
become its bishop until he recruited priests for his diocese, especially for a planned
seminary. After securing the Vincentians under De Andreis, he continued. until 1826 in
the United States, when he returned to France. He was bishop of Montauban until 1833,
and archbishop of Besanl\;on for a month until his death.
59 A generic citation, quoted from memory.
60 2 Cor 4:7 NAB: ". .. (to make it clear> that its surpassing power comes from God
and not from us."
6\ French, although De Andreis~w up dose to the border of French-speaking
Savoy, and had studied the language in school.
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Addressed: To Father Dominique Hanon, priest, Vicar General of the
Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity, Paris."
11. TO CARLO SAVERIO DE PETRIS, C.M.,
SUPERIOR, PIACENZA'"
Bordeaux
12 February 1816
Very reverend and dear father:
When we happily reached this city on the thirtieth of last month,
your very precious letter of the sixth from Turin reached me, along
with its two enclosures. I thank you most humbly for them. I believe
that by now our worthy prelate, Bishop Dubourg, will have already
passed through Turin. Through his efforts, the matter of those two
clerics" anxious to join our mission will be concluded. Your letter
mentioned this to me. This matter cannot be concluded in his absence,
since both eye and ear have to play their part. We need to hear and be
heard since, without seeing them, I cannot determine anything without
knowing their qualities and dispositions, and I must first discuss it
with the bishop.
The archbishop of this city,65 the fame of whose doctrine and
holiness echoes throughout France, graciously received me in his own
residence and at his table, and has appointed me a chaplain of the
prisoners.
62 It was only 9 November 1817 that the Vmcentians received. their present mother
house in Paris, at 95, rue de 5evres. That event, among others, marked an important
stage in the reconstitution of the Congregation after the Revolution.
63 Letter 11. Autograph letter, Italian, in the archives of the General Curia, Rome. Cited
in Ricciardelli, Vita, 215, 219, 226, 228·29.
Carlo De Pettis, CM., was superior of the Collegio Alberoni, Piacenza, from
1815 to 1824, where De Andreis had attended. the seminary and served on the faculty.
His name is also spelled De Pietri.
M Presumably these two clerics at the Collegia Alberoni had shown some interest
in joining the mission. Dubourg mentioned them in Letter 13, 24 April 1816. Neither
joined De Andreis, but one later joined Dubourg.
6S Charles Franl;ois d'Aviau du Bois de Sanzai.
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The bitter sorrow I experienced at Montpellier when I heard that
our sea-going groupo. had certainly been shipwrecked caused me to
offer up this great sacrifice. This, in turn, however, enhanced my
consolation in Toulouse when I saw and embraced them there, safe
and sound, happy and content. We will probably have them here
tomorrow.
Forever blessed be God who mortificat et vivificat ["puts to death
and gives life"]." Brother Blanca" is doing marvelously.
We are all housed here and there all over this large city, and we
have to travel leagues to see each other. We are all well, however.
The Frenchman" went to Clermont, his home, and without him
we now number eleven, and are expecting the arrival of the bishop.
His sister70 arrived here a few days ago from America, and in case the
bishop has not yet passed by, please give him the news when he does
so of the death of the archbishop of Baltimore,'! and of the vocation of
two seminarians, one in Montpellier and the other in Toulouse, who
are very anxious to join us. In France, missions are achieving great
results and the public press is mentioning one given very successfully
in Orleans. The lack of priests is very sad, since many dioceses have
hundreds of parishes without pastors. For this reason, we have been
urged to stay in France, but quomodo praedicabunt nisi mittantur ["how
will they preach unless they are sent"]?"
Our Congregation is developing well, but it is going very slowly.
Many subjects have already joined Father Hanon in Paris." He has
already asked the viceroy of Holland. This man became a priest and,
full of zeal, is assembling missionaries to found a new congregation.
This priest is doing great good. Quis det ut omnis Israel prophetet ['Would
that all Israel would prophesy")?"
66 They were Rosati, Acquaroni, Spezioli, Deys, Boboni, Borawanski and Pereira.
67 1 Sam 2:6.
&8 Blanka is the proper spelling. His name is variously spelled in De Andreis'5
letters and other early documents.
<fJ Joseph Buzieres.
70 Madame Fran.;oise Victoire Fournier, 1763-1825, who continued to correspond
with De Andreis, and with others in the same group after his death.
71 John Carroll, who died 3 December 1815.
72 Rom 10:15.
73 The vicar general.
74 Cited loosely from Num 11:29 NAB: "Would that the Lord might bestow his
spirit on them all!"
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Many prejudiced Italians unjustly form judgments of the French
nation as being very immoral, as a military people might be. If they
would corne to this country and travel from one province to another,
they would certainly be forced in their shame to reconsider their
judgment. We have found churches and sacraments frequented, and a
heartiness, politeness and cleanliness not seen in Italy. The clergy are
edifying and things are, in a word, quite different from what is depicted
there lin Italyl.
Bust of Pope Pius VI by Canova.
Courtesy of the author
At Valence I saw the tomb of Pius VI of blessed memory.75 Its
bust and bas-reliefs in marble, and its beautiful inscription, are all
7S Pope Pius VI 0717-1799) died in Valence, where he had been brought as a
prisoner of the French revolutionary government.
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worthy of being in Rome. Seeing it made me recall with displeasure
the false report I had heard of it in Italy. Oh how difficult it is to get
disentangled from all prejudices.
My cross grows daily in altum, latum et profundum ["in height, width
and depth"], and threatens to crush me under its weight. The Lord
perhaps is making a semblance ofwanting to leave me to my weakness,
but it is really in losing what is nothing that I find everything. Cum
infirmor, tunc potens sum; omnia possum in eo qui me confortat. ["When I
am weak, then am I strong."" "1 can do all things in him who
strengthens me.""] Enough!
Please present my humble respects to Fathers [Giovanni] Laura,
[Brother Cristofero] Rigo, [Perpetuo] Passeri, [Tomasso] Reviglio,
Giriodi, [Giuseppe] Lusardi," [Antonio] Rossi, [Antonio] De Bernardis,
etc., etc., and above all, recommend me and have others recommend
me to God, since my needs, as you can imagine, are very great.
Regards from Father Rosati'" , from Brother Blanca, and from the
whole troop, and believe me to be always full of the most loving respect
and veneration of you,
your most humble and obedient servant
Felix De Andreis,
unworthy Priest of the Congregation of the Mission
76 2 Cor 12:10.
,., Phil4:13.
711 Giuseppe Lusardi died at Piacenza, 30 May 1815, age 31.
79 Joseph Rosati (1789-1843), a friend and companion of De Andreis. Coadjutor
bishop of New Orleans <comprising the entire Louisiana Purchase), with residence at
the Barrens, 1824-1827; first bishop of Saint Louis, 1827-1843.
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12. TO VINCENZO DE ANDREIS, DEMONTE"
Bordeaux
18 March 1816
My dearest brother,
Although I arrived in this city more than a month and a half ago,'!
I have not written you until now in the hope of also being able to give
you at the same time a report of how our journey across the ocean is
being planned. But since our bishop has not appeared yet, nor answered
after I had written several times," I decided to write you this letter to
keep it from appearing that I had forgotten all about my relatives, whom
God knows I love tenderly.
Our trip to Bordeaux from Aigue-belle, where I wrote you," was
very pleasant. Only at Montpellier did I have to suffer a great affliction.
I had assumed that our sea convoy, which carried five confreres" and
many trunks and cases containing the best I had, had been lost on the
coasts of Provence. I was, however, compensated with the consolation
I experienced in Toulouse ofembracing our companions safe and sound,
although they were exhausted by their awful trip.
On my arrival in Bordeaux, the archbishop, Charles d'Aviau du
Bois de Sanzai, graciously welcomed me into his own palace and at his
table, where I am still living. I am treated with such great politeness
and concern that it embarrasses me. All our other companions, ten in
number, are lodged all over in various private homes and religious
houses. I daily await another three who are on the way." The
80 Letter 12. Autograph letter, Italian, three pages with address, in the archives of the
province o/Turin, De Andreis papers; early capy in the archives of the General Curia, Rome, De
Andreis collection, Volume XVI.
81 30 January.
82 The bishop's reply is Letter 13, Easter Stmday, 24 April 1816.
83 This letter is not extant.
84 They were Rosati, Acquaroni, Spezioli, Deys, Boboni, Borawanski, Pereira. Of
these seven, two (Deys and Pereira) were not formally affiliated with the Congregation
of the Mission.
B5 That is, Caretti, Ferrari and probably TIchitoli, who was accompanying the
bishop.
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archbishop has appointed me a chaplain for the prisoners. On every
feast I say mass for them and preach, and I have already been asked to
hear their confessions. I have preached elsewhere, too, and I have
various other requests.86 I would not have imagined that I would have
succeeded so easily in preaching in French. From now on, I will preach
in French just as if it were in Italian. Another companion [Rosati], to
whom I personally had taught a little French in Rome, began to preach
a few days before me. We are all well, despite the Lent rigorously
observed here by not eating meat.
I find myself quite consoled, although I sense that in America great
blows are being prepared against us." Those who do not have to go
tremble for us, but I feel peaceful and full of courage and confidence
that the Lord will smooth out all difficulties. Then should we have to
lose our life, which is the most that can happen to us, how precious it
will be to give our life for the glory of God and the salvation of souls.
What could be greater than spending one's life in such a way? For this
I am a Christian, an unworthy priest and a missionary. I need only one
thing, prayer. Recommend me to God, you and all the good people
there. I never think about money or clothing, and I don't want to think
of them because God thinks of them for us. Here I do not need to ask
for anything, but rather to refuse, so many are the gifts we receive from
all sides." I have been constrained to resolve firmly to refuse every
invitation. If not, I would be out every day for dinner. Many people
here in France have offered, either orally or in writing, to come with
us. I do not know what will happen.
Give my regards meanwhile to our father, our brother, our mother,
the sisters-in-law, aunts, uncle, etc., and all those you know. If what I
86 The Paris manuscript relates the following:
At Bordeaux, he used to say mass at the cathedral. When he arrived in
the sacristy, he often found some priests who spoke to him and wanted to
enter into conversation with him. He was content with simply saying hello,
and then would say that he was going to celebrate mass and would not speak
further. The others, who did not see this, did the same and followed his
example and maintained a religious silence.
(Notices VI, 1801-1847, AMP, 434. Hereinafter Notices VI.)
87 This was the opinion of Madame Fournier, recently arrived from Baltimore.
88 He refers to the Common Rules of the Congregation of the Mission, Chapter 5,
no. 4: "It should therefore try, as best it can, to see to it that the good practice of neither
asking for, nor refusin~ anything is always kept up among us."
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told you in Turin should happen through Angelo Bertola, there will be
some agreement, and I will write again about it. If I do not have the
leisure of writing you again before we embark, since I do not know
precisely when that will be, I would like to ask that the agreement take
place as soon as possible. If possible, I will write from America soon
after Easter.89
Dear Vincenzo, wish me well, save your soul, and so I hope that
we shall see one another again in paradise, the only good worthy of
our heart.
I am in the love of Jesus Christ,
your loving brother
Felix,
unworthy Priest of the Congregation of the Mission
Addressed: To Mr. Vincenzo De Andreis, Secretary of the Tribunal, Turin
for Demonte.
Postmark: Bordeaux.
89 The writer did not arrive in Baltimore until 26 July.
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Stained glass portrait of De Andreis.
St. Mary's Seminary, Santa Barbara, California
13. TO FELIX DE ANDREIS, CM., BORDEAUX'"
Lyons
The holy day of Easter"
I have received your two letters, my very dear and venerable
superior. I will answer them briefly but as fully as my time allows.
I thank both you and my dear Father Rosati for the details you
give me about our colony. Exhort them all to fervor and trust in
Providence; we need them greatly. lf ICaietanol Mariiani thinks he
could not stand the sea voyage, what shall we do with him? Tell him
that I am letting him decide for himself. Perhaps he would do well to
join the diocese of Bordeaux. I am worried about Father Uosephl
WI Letter 13. Autograph letter, French, fouT pages, in SLAA, Du Bourg papers.
" 24 April 1816.
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Buzieres. He seems to me a little hotheaded. I feel quite satisfied with
the advice you gave him to remain in Limoges until [he receives] a
new order. Perhaps I could dissuade him from going to America.
As to Casto [Benito Gonzalez], there could be no question of holy
orders for him until he has a sufficient amount of Latin and theology. I
prefer that his zeal be restrained for two or ,three more years rather
than expose him to the danger of making great mistakes whose results
would be regrettable for religion. I am delighted with the acquisition
of Fathers [Joseph] Caretti and [Andrewl Ferrari." Tell them how
anxious I am to meet them. I am also very glad about what you tell me
of [Francis Xavier] Dahmen and [Leo] Deys. I think that you will do
well to give them, as well as Casto, a separate class in theology. They
will benefit from it more in every respect. You say nothing about,
holding frequent meetings of all these gentlemen in your house for
religious exercises or ecclesiastical conferences. I am very anxious about
that and I rely on your wisdom, my venerable brother, to use all
appropriate means to maintain proper order, unity and fervor.
As to those who asked you to admit them as teachers, we shall see
about this as well as about the candidates from Toulouse and Castres
when I arrive. We will not be short of candidates in France. Lyons
provided me with three or four excellent ones, Florence with the same
number. For the rest, God is bestowing his blessing on the quest and
even does miracles for the mission. Let us bless him and pray that I
may be worthy to accomplish his designs. In Piaeenza I have seen
only two subdeacons that are willing to come." I am thrilled that your
'T2 For an account of his life by Joseph Rosati., see John :Ii Rybolt, CM., trans. and
ed., "A Ufe of Andrew Ferrari, CM.," Vincentian Heritage 7:1 (1986): 27-66. Although
John Baptist Acquaroni was also a native of Porto Maurizio, he was not directly involved
in the recruitment of his fellow countrymen Caretti and Ferrari. Adiocesan priest, Father
Giuseppe Antonio Spinelli, had been on retreat at Genoa when Rosati and his band
arrived. This priest mentioned the journey to Fathers Caretti and Ferrari on his return to
Porto Maurizio. (See Rosati, '1tineraire," after 10 October 1815; also his "Recollections,"
VH 1, 76.) Caretti and Ferrari arrived in Bordeaux 21 March 1816.
9J By papal permission, the American mission was free to recruit students from
theseminary at Piacenza. even those who were already promised to other bishops. (Page
ahead for the reference to De Andreis' receiving pennission to take seminarians from
the Collegio Alberoni in Piacenza, "Important Notices Concerning the Mission of
Louisiana in North America, Section One: Rome to Bordeaux," in Section II, Historical
Writings.)
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testimony concerning one of them agrees with that of his superiors. I
will write to him to be on his way. I know nothing about the Father
Dornig announced by good Father Dahmen. Examine him well, please,
because I do not want anyone who is doubtful.
I see that you are all very anxious to be on your way. After we
parted, however, I decided to leave no sooner than the beginning of
October. Letters from New Orleans have advised me to do so,
considering the summer heat and autumn fevers that plague the
country and would endanger my little colony too much. Nevertheless,
recent correspondence tells me of very sad things and most insidious
intrigues of the "enemy" who controls the religious opinions in that
city. They have completely changed my plans and may change your
departure to a much earlier date. Let me explain.
You already know what I had to suffer in New Orleans from a
certain religious, for a long time declared a schismatic." Even after his
apparent reconciliation he has always remained a violent enemy of
authority, supported by a strong party of all the godless and libertines,
and the ignorant people seduced by his clever intrigues. I had only a
slender hope that he would respect the episcopal character, and if he
would not, at least perhaps the people would. But that hope has
vanished. Letters from my vicar general" and my good brother"
inform me that the party has become even stronger and more active
since my departure. They got the legislature to determine that the
trustees would exercise an absolute power over the temporalities and
the pastor would do so over the spiritualities of the Church, that is, the
cathedral. My informants assure me that there would be no security
for my person if I appeared in the city, and I can readily believe it. In
this case it would be rash to try. The devil, as you see, is acting violently
to thwart God's work. This will not surprise you, and we would be
very cowardly servants were that to discourage us. But this is, instead,
a motive for greater courage. God does not want us, however, to
compromise his work by imprudence, and our good Master tells us:
'14 Pere Antoine de Sedella, a.EM. Cap.
95 Louis Sibourd, his vicar in New Orleans from 1815; De Andreis was his vicar in
Saint Louis.
% Pierre-Franc;ois Dubourg (b. 1767), the bishop's younger brother, lived in the
New Orleans area.
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Cum persequentur vas in una civitate, fugite in aliJlm ["When they persecute
you in one town, flee to another")."
This circumstance obliged me to give my fighting forces a direction
that I had not considered before and which, after God had inspired
me, filled me with confidence and peace. You know that, according to
the art of war, when the army wants to occupy a state, they do not
always waste time with besieging strongholds that could weaken the
army and interfere at every step with the operation of the campaign.
Following this strategy, I intend to leave New Orleans aside and attack
my diocese at those points easiest to conquer. Thus, instead of fixing
my residence and my establishments in lower Louisiana, I plan to go
up to Saint Louis, at least temporarily."
These regions of upper Louisiana are well disposed, still preserving
the beautiful remains of former simplicity. They ardently want to have
a bishop among them and they would be willing to make sacrifices to
establish him there. Land and food there are very cheap, the air is pure
and the youth are not swayed by the commerce and dissolution
prevailing in the maritime cities. It is the center where the largest
number of Indian nations and [other] peoples gather, etc. These are
the many reasons that, even apart from the opposition offered by New
Orleans, convinced me. Choosing Saint Louis as the episcopal residence
is for the good of the diocese. I feel perfectly free to make this decision
since, after all, I will not be leaving the diocese. Nonetheless, to be
perfectly sure, I wrote to Rome to get the opinion of Propaganda. I
would regard our mission as a rash venture, and our undertaking a
failure, if this plan did not receive the sanction of the Holy See.
Therefore, our route will go by way of Baltimore, thence by land
to the Ohio" on which we will descend and which will bring us very
close to the place I have in mind.
If you and your group wish to precede me, I will perhaps soon
have a beautiful opportunity to have you leave for Baltimore. The trip
97 Matt 10:23.
9Il The inhabitants of the Barrens had written, as early as 1806, requesting "a
Clergyman provided one can be obtain'd to reside among [us]. We will also furnish two
hundred acres of land [for th]e benefit of the Church." (Inhabitants of the Barrens, 4
August 1806, to Stephen T. Badin, in AAB, lO-D-5.)
9'1 Literally, the Beautiful River, the common French name at the period, based on
the Indian word Ohio, which could be translated as "beautiful."
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would not cost you anything, which would be a considerable savings.
Arriving at Baltimore toward the end of summer you could travel to
the bishop of Kentucky where you would stop before winter. You
would spend the winter learning English and doing missionary work
in the country, and in the spring, the bishop [Flaget] himself would
bring you to Saint Louis."" He is its administrator since I delegated
him, and they hold him in exceptionally high regard there. As for me,
I cannot hope to arrive there before the summer of next year, because I
cannot embark before October, the great interests of my mission
demanding my presence in Europe until then. If you agree with this
plan, I would give you a sufficient sum so that you will nowhere be a
burden but will be welcomed and helped both in Baltimore and in
Kentucky. Reflect on this before I arrive. Write me even in Montpellier
so that I will have time to make the needed arrangements to speed up
the trip in question. You could talk about this with my sister101 who
knows the area and would help you to make up your mind.
I asked her to equip you as best she can, and to make available for
this purpose a sum of 1()()() francs, for which I ask you to accept the
obligation among all of you of saying the 350 masses that I received
here.
Toward the end of this week, I will go to Montpellier, but the stops
that I have to make will make it impossible for me to arrive at Bordeaux
before mid-May.
Goodbye, my very dear and venerable superior, have courage, and
recommend me to God. I need his help greatly. I greet all the brothers
in oscula saneto ["with a holy kiss"jI02
+ L[ouis] Wil[liam]
Bishop of Louisiana
Please have someone who can point out your mistakes check whatever
you write in French. You make few of them, but they recur frequently.
100 Dubourg foresaw a stay of four to six months; the actual sojourn was about
twenty-two months for everyone except De Andreis, Acquaroni, Caretti and Blanka.
101 Madame Franl$oise Victoire Fournier.
102 Rom 16:16.
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My humble regards to His Excellency, the archbishop. Please visit
for me the people who are hosting our confreres to express my gratitude
to them.
14. TO CARLO DOMENICO SICARDI, CM.,
VICAR GENERAL, ROMEIO'
Bordeaux
28 May 1816
Very reverend and dear father,
The day before yesterday I received your much-appreciated letter
of 30 March. It consoled me greatly in the midst of the darkness in
which we were because of the news from there. As you requested me
in your letter, I presented your respects to our archbishop, who, since
he regards you with special esteem, was most pleased to receive news
from you. A few days agolO' our Bishop Dubourg arrived. He is daily
more esteemed and loved, more so than an earthly father could ever
be, and he shows us [?]105 greater attention. All the people of Bordeaux,
especially the clergy, [have given us?] noteworthy gifts. The Sisters of
Charity treat us so much like brothers that I would have to write a
book to recount the benefits that we have received from them. Yesterday
I attended the meeting called by their superiors, and I carried out your
orders, which they accepted with great satisfaction.
With open hands Providence truly bestows such blessings on our
mission that I am amazed when I admit my unworthiness for such a
precious undertaking. For just and prudent reasons Providence has
changed the destination in our plan, and so instead of going to New
1113 Letter 14. Autograph letter, Italian, four pages with address, in the archives of the
General Curia,Rome,De Andreis collection, Volume I,Part I, Sect. D,#2, 9-12. Cited in Sketches
of the Life, 77-78. Cited in Ricciardelli, Vita, 244, 245, 247.
1M 22May.
lo.~ This letter is badly damaged in sections, and these illegible portions are enclosed
with square brackets. -
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Portrait of Carlo Domenico Sicami.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorinl Archives
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Orleans, the capital of lower Louisiana, [we are going (?) 500] leagues
farther north to Saint Louis, capital of upper Louisiana. I06 Because of
this we have had to apply ourselves seriously to learning English, and
we will have to make our way through Philadelphia or Baltimore, and
from there travel 800 leagues through a land of forests with their insects,
wolves, bears, tigers, rattlesnakes and Indians, worse sometimes than
wild beasts. We will have to sleep at the foot of trees, and light great
fires all around us to keep away disturbances.lo'
I regret that we have to change our attire and dress in the English
fashion, but this will continue only usque donee ["for a while"]. Four of
the priests who departed Rome have left us,108 but three others joined
us. They repay us somewhat for the high cost of their [the others']
desertion.109
This morning the bishop and the American captain are supposed
to sign the agreement for our imminent departure. We will form an
advance guard for about twelve others, and we will go to stay in
Kentucky to await the bishop there. He will not leave until October,
and will join us next spring. This change of destination has caused me
to set aside for now the thought of the Daughters of Charity, for
[obvious?] reasons, which exclude them from the area where we are
gOing. IIO For the rest, this blow can already produce results. Our new
destination has many advantages over New Orleans, since the weather
10lo Dubourg's original intention was to place the seminary on property made
available to him at Bayou Lafourche in French-speaking Louisiana. He kept alive this
hope, and the Ecclesiastical Seminary of Saint Vincent of Paul opened there in 1838. (See
John E. Rybolt, CM" "Vincentian Seminaries in Louisiana [U" Vincentian Heritage 15:2
[19941: 163-90.)
107 This anxious forecast does not seem to have come true, as a reading of later
letters and travel diaries shows.
IOH That is, Joseph Pereira (who left at Genoa), Joseph Buzieres (who left at Valence
to go to Clennont), and Fathers Marliani and Spezioli who left at Bordeaux over the
issue of having to learn English; the latter returned to his diocese. In addition, Brother
Antonio Boboni also left them at Genoa. Despite these difficulties, at least Marliani
remained in contact with the American missionaries through Madame Fournier, the
bishop's sister (Fournier to Rosati, from Bordeaux, 27 October 1821, in SLAA, Dubourg
files, RG I B 4.3).
1O~ Joseph Caretli, Andrew Ferrari, and Joseph TIchitoli, who came with the bishop.
IHI These probably included the lack of resources to support them in the work of
teaching and care of the sick poor.
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there is good, its customs simple, and it is unaffected by the winds
from Europe. It has a central location where all the Indian nations
corne to make their headquarters, and there are many means to facilitate
our foundation. Yet there are some disadvantages. The great difficulty
is receiving news from or sending it to Europe. The agreement has
been signed, and we are going to leave in a few days, as I understand.
I have received two other French novice brothers111 and two other
clerics who requested admission into our Congregation. lIZ They are
still waiting, and we will see about it later with the bishop. Father
[Giuseppe] Martini has already written me twice from Isolabuona, his
native place, and is anxious to join our missionY' Making use of the
faculties which you had the kindness to grant me, I have associated
him with us and freed him from the chains which currently [bind him?].
He will see about joining us.
I am in a continual sHate of content]ment as I admire how divine
providence, through inex[plicable and] stupendous ways, has brought
me to the peak of my desires, [and?] which it itself deigned to inspire
in me and which it nurtured more every day in my heart. To accomplish
this, it has been guiding me by the hand for many years without my
ever realizing it. For all this I think that we are all quite resolved to
wish to be good missionaries, and not to seek anything more in this
life than God and souls.
In this period of our stay in Bordeaux, time has not been wasted.
We spend it in the ministry and in the business of the Mission, which
gives more satisfaction than I would have believed. But, to keep
convincing us even more that this is all his work, the Lord has us find
everywhere, as we normally say, la papa fatta ["everything done and
ready"]. Please help me thank God and I beg you insistently to
recommended us to the prayers of our good confreres, that the Lord
have us find the ocean for a grave if we carry out badly his merciful
designs toward us. By the time this letter reaches your hands, ifwe are
III Medard Delatre and John Flegifont. Medard came to know Francis Borawanski
at the minor seminary, where the latter was lodged. (Rosati, '1tineraire," 7-8 February
1816.)
112 Probably Joseph Caretli and Andrew Ferrari.
113 Martini (l779-1835) joined the Congregation in 1804, and took his vows two
years later. His "chains" probably refers to his responsibilities to his Vmcentian province.
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not food for the fish we will have already landed on the shores of
America. We all enjoy good health, but the writer has the most
miserable health of all the rest. Without being deprived of his cross, he
carries it well enough to be able to join work to his suffering. This is
the most enviable state in the eyes of faith.
We hope to establish our rule in ever-greater rigor along with all
our practices and usages in the seminary which we are going to open.
We will not lack subjects well tested and well resolved to be holy and
sanctified through spiritual exercises, since Spiritus est qui vivificat, cam
non prodest quidquam, et qui gloriatur in Domino glorietur ["it is the Spirit
who gives life, the flesh is useless,"Il' and, "let him who boasts, boast
in the Lord"115], etc.
Father Rosati is complaining about Father Pe[--]' who does not
take care to answer his letters and requests for help, [--l most devoted
to your goodness, he will thank you for the good news you give us of
the houses there, [--l and of the rest of the Congregation, and how
we can continue to have [--], when for these consoling pieces of
news our address will be "Bordeaux, at Madame [Fran~oiseVictoirel
Fournier, rue de l'eglise aSt. Seurin, no. 7116 (she is Bishop Dubourg's
sister), for Baltimore at the seminary, for Saint Louis." It moves me to
see the dedication with which this worthy sister of the bishop intends
to provide for our convoy, [--], she herself is the sail, and to think
about everything as a most devoted mother would.ll7
The bishop has booked the whole ship for us, and spent 7500 francs
on it, and as much again for the baggage. He has even furnished a
chapel for us to sing mass on feast days. Thus we will observe the
feast of Saint Vincent in mid-ocean since we have a good cleric who
knows how to play the organ marvelously.'" We confide in God to
begin our conquests by gaining our Protestant captain for the Church.
I recommend this matter to the prayers [of the comlmunity and I hope
that Father Ceracchi will also deign to do the same [charity?l.
114 John 6:63.
ll5 1 Cor 1:31.
116 This house, still standing, now bears the street address of roe Georges Mandel.
117 Rosati lavished praise on her work in his "Recollections," VH I, 88.
118 Probably Leo Deys, who, in later years, was placed in chayge of the music at the
Saint Louis cathedral (Deys to Rosati, from Saint Louis, 3 December 1818; in SLAA,
Dey' file).
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[A sect is?] starting up here. It is in France through [information
received?] from Father Hanon, who had written a very polite letter to
me [concerning?] this problemY' The sect of the Illuminati is advancing
and making great progress in your kingdom [--] among the clergy
but in only one diocese, where they are not very numerous. They total
about fifty thousand.
They are making demands about this against the bishops, and they
call themselves la petite E.glise ["the little church"]. They number 700
[priests among?] the non-concordatists, who did not want to recognize
the concordat of the pope with Napoleon.l20 I will not be sorry to have
the time to hide myself in America since I will no longer smell the
stench or odor of Europe. Melius est enim mari quam videre mala gentis
nastrae ["For it is better to die than to see the wickedness of our
people"].121
I have selected Father Rosati as my assistant, the master of
novices,'22 and the professor, for now, of philosophy; Father Acquaroni
as treasurer, and prefect of the sacristy and of health. This business is
so great and involved that I lose my head in the multitude of details
that I have to think about and solve. One has to be quite cold blooded.
I now see the reason for many things that happened to me in years
past. It was a little novitiate that the Lord had me make for the more
important things I would have to undergo later on. May he be forever
blessed. How beautiful are the designs of Providence.
The day of our departure has at last been detennined. We will set
sail on Saturday the eighth or at the latest on the ninth of June.'" But
I find myself responsible for a heavy load of duties. Tomorrow I begin
the retreat at the major seminary. It is true that I will have already
preached up to now some thirty times in various places. But it is quite
119 This letter is not extant.
120 This group began with bishops deposed by order of Pius VII to reassert his
authority over the Church in France after the Revolution. They refused to accept his
authority at first, but gradually gave their obedience.
121 1 Mac 3:59 NAB: "It is better for us to die in battle than to witness the ruin of our
nation and our sanctuary."
122 De Andreis later became the director of the internal seminary, or novice master.
This change reflects the difficulty in deciding in advance where to open the internal
seminary (novitiate) and the (external) seminary. {See Letter 41, 8 January 1818'>
123 Their departure was delayed to 12 June.
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another matter to give in French a series of talks in a row without having
anything written, and without the time to write since the date was
decided only today. But since the Lord will help me, I do not lack the
possibility of being freed.
Please present our humble respects to the two community houses
[in Rome] and to recommend us to their prayers, that the dear wish
which you gave me at the end of your most appreciated letter will
come true, that is, that Saint Vincent will ever stand by me, that I will
never stray one step from his maxims and from his spirit. Fiat, fiat
["Let it be, let it be"].l2'
And with the deepest respect and veneration due to the one who
stands in the person of this great saint, I am your most humble, devoted,
and obedient servant,
Felix De Andreis
Unworthy priest of the Congregation of the Mission
Addressed: To Monsieur Charles Dominique Sicardi, Priest and vicar
general of the Congregation of the Mission, Monte Citorio, Rome.
Postmark: Bordeaux; 21 June [in Italian].
In another hand: Bordeaux. Written 28 May. Received 24 June. Answered
[blank].
124 Ps 88:53, and other passages.
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15. TO VINCENZO DE ANDREIS, DEMONTE'"
Bordeaux
5 June 1816
My dearest brother,
We are just about to embark on an American ship, already chartered
to Baltimore for 7500 francs, with the same amount for the luggage.
From there we will have to travel 800 leagues by land among wild
beasts and Indians. Our apostolic band of thirteen members forms the
vanguard. Two ofthem, whom you metin Turin, will stay in Europe.126
We have to dress in the English fashion, at least on the voyage. I am at
the peak of happiness. The archbishop, my host, received me with an
indescribable politeness, as did our good Sisters of Charity, the sisters
of our missionaries. They have treated me better, and still do, than a
mother would. I would need a book to explain it all. I have continued
to preach and hear confessions.m Despite all the delicacies that I have
now tasted but never experienced before in my entire life, my stomach
still feels the effects of great weakness. The doctors make me hope in
the advantages of a sea voyage. God is the lord of health. If he wants
it, he will grant it to me; if not, I do not want it either.
I have written you twice before'" without receiving a reply.
Nevertheless, I do not believe I should leave Europe without fulfilling
this filial and brotherly duty to you, and through you to ourfather and
all the family. If you want to write, you can address your letter to
Monseigneur Dubourg, Eveque de la Louisiane, chez M. Caseau, SI.
Seurin, rue de l'Eglise, no. 7. In company with other missionaries still
125 Letter 15. Autograph letter, Italian, two pages, with address, in provincial archives,
Turin, De Andreis papers; copy in the archives of the General Curia, Rome; De Andreis collection,
Volume XVI. Cited in Ricciardelli, Vita, 248-50.
126 Probably the Italians, Marliani and Spezioli. The others who abandoned the
mission either left before reaching Turin, or traveled with Rosati, thus bypassing Turin.
127 The notebook containing his sermons preached in Bordeaux is in DRMA, De
Andreis, I-A-lO, Box 4.
128 One of these may be Letter 12, 18 March 1816; the other one may not be extant.
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to arrive, he will leave in October to join us next spring on the banks of
the Mississippi.129 I have a great weight on my shoulders, but God,
who put it there, wiIl help me bear it.
My dear brother, let us save our souls so as to be able to meet in
paradise. This world is a dream: to dream, whether in Piedmont, in
France or in America is alI the same, since we are assured of eternity. I
have written in haste since you could not believe the things I have to
do. Give my fondest greetings to our father and to our entire family,
relatives and friends as if they were all listed here individualIy. I thank
you once again from the bottom ofmy heart for yourloveand attention.
Be assured that although Providence takes me far away in body, my
heart is alI tenderness and love for our whole dear family. Its memory
will never fade, and I cannot disguise the pain I experience on reflecting
that this choice of mine, which shows all the most genuine proofs of
coming from God, might have caused or still causes some bitterness at
home, and is the reason for your not having answered me. The Lord
reads my heart and my conscience, and he knows how much I love my
relatives, and how not a day goes by without my recommending
everyone to God, naming them one after another at the holy altar. He
knows how much I am ready to be sacrificed for them. But I will say
freely that, more than relatives and even myself, I love my God and his
most holy will. Wish me well and believe me,
your dear brother,
Felix,
unworthy Priest of the Mission
Addressed: To Mr. Vincenzo De Andreis, Notary and Secretary, Thrin
for Demonte.
Postmark: Bordeaux.
129 That is, in Bardstown, closer to the Ohio than to the Mississippi.
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The cathedral rectory in Baltimore.
Courtesy of the author
16. TO CARLO DOMENICO SICARDI, CM.,
VICAR GENERAL, ROME130
From North America
Baltimore
28 July 1816
Very reverend Father,
On the octave of Saint Vincent's feast [26 July], we happily arrived
on the shores ofAmerica after forty-three days of uncomfortable sailing,
during which the writer suffered less than the others. These good
Sulpicians here have received us as if we were angels from paradise.13!
Maria et montes ["The seas and mountains"l, which seemed so terrible,
are disappearing little by little as we forge ahead. The rest of the trip
that we have to make to Saint Louis is being easily arranged here. [After
1:10 Letter 16. Autograph letter, Italian, fWD pages with address, in the archives of the
General Curia, Rome, De Andreis collection, Volume I, Part 1, Sect. D, #3, 13-14. Cited in
Sketches of the Uk 90-91,92-95. Cited in Ricciardelli, Vita, 265-66, 385.
131 Bmte informed Jean Cheverus, bishop of Boston, who responded to the news:
"The arrival of the holy missionaries for Louisiana is a very important event. There, and
in Kentucky, we canhope for good beginnings." (Cited inAnnabelle Melville, Jean Lefebvre
de Cheverus. 1768-1836 IMilwaukee: Broce, 1958], 196.)
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resting a month]132 we will leave, if God wishes. [To my] great [delight
this] morning I sang mass in this seminary church with a great
[concourse of persons], many of whom received communion. In this
city about a dozen sects conduct public worship, but the Catholics are
the most numerous, the wealthiest and the most powerful. In these
lands religion grows before your very eyes. II was bothl amazed and
at the same time consoled by the fervor of [Catholics] and by the good
disposition of non-Catholics to return to the bosom of holy mother
Church. We hope to find a similar disposition even among the Indians.
We are all well despite our extraordinary fatigue and the novelty
of life here. Things that would have bothered me terribly in Rome
make only a fleeting impression on me here. Providence has so disposed
it that, despite my having been a burden and a constant disturbance
over there to my good confreres of the Company, I am destined to be
buried among the Indians. I am unworthy of the Company because of
my pride and self-love. It is more than gigantic, and even now does
not let me succeed in overcoming it perfectly despite all I do. With all
my heart I want to live and die here completely oblivious ofall creatures.
For nothing else remains for me to desire now in this world but death,
so much dearer to me because it is more difficult. The Lord has let me
discover a profound peace amid the not indifferent trials that my
responsibility entails. I do not know when I will be able to have the
good fortune of corresponding with you again, but it is not as hard as
I had imagined, since we have mail and deliveries just as I had described
to you before leaving Bordeaux.
I recommend myself to your prayers and to those of the
Community. Regards from all to all, and I am with the deepest esteem
and veneration of you, very reverend [Father],
your most humble and obedient servant,
Felix De Andreis,
unworthy priest of the Congregation of the Mission
132 Several ink stains make the text illegible in parts. The illegible sections are marked
with square brackets. Some material has been inserted from the Rosati/Buriando Sketches
of the Life, which probably made use of the same letterar an early copy before the original
was damaged.
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Portrait of Archbishop Leonard Neale.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial Archives
Addressed: To Father Sicardi, Vicar General of the Congregation of the
Mission, Rome, Monte Citorio.
In another hand: North America, written 28 July, received 8 October.
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17. TO FELIX DE ANDREIS, C.M., BALTIMORE133
Georgetown
29 July 1816
Dear Father:
To my great joy I have learned of your happy arrival in Baltimore.
My joy would have been even more complete if I had had the pleasure
of greeting you in person.
I grant you, with true satisfaction, the powers you are requesting
for yourself and your brothers, for you to be able to administer the
holy sacraments among yourselves during the entire time that you
reside in my diocese, that is, until revoked.
I grant you as well my paternal blessing, and am, with sentiments
of esteem and veneration for you, Father,
your humble and obedient servant in Jesus Christ,
+ Leonard [Neale], arch[bishopl of Baltimore
Addressed: To Father Felix deAndreis, worthy priest of the Congregation
etc., of Saint Vincent de Paul, at Saint Mary's Seminary, Baltimore.
133 Letter 17. Autograph letter, French, one page with address, in Saint Louis Archdiocesan
Archives, Archbishop Neale file.
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Dubourg's Cathedral and residence, St. Louis. This is the pre-Dubourg structure,
already standing when he arrived. He built another, which De Andreis dedicated.
Collection of the De Andreis-Ro~atiMemorial Archives
18. TO FRANl,;OISE VICTOIRE FOURNIERr BORDEAUXl35
Baltimore
August 1816
Most esteemed lady:
We received the letter from Bishop Flaget who determined our
134 Letter 18. Copy, French, from a copy of "Journal de ia Societe du Sacre-Coeur," in the
archives of the General Curia, Rome, Duchesne papers, 31.
The addressee was the sister of Bishop Dubourg, actively involved in supporting
the missionaries priests, seminarians and sisters sent to Louisiana.
ns This letter may be confidently attributed to De Andreis because of its style and
content, and from succeeding letters, although it is identified only as "from a missionary"
in the manuscript.
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route. He wrote to Pittsburgh and to Louisville that we might be well
received. He will come himself to meet us.J36 He said that we should
thank God for having inspired in Bishop Dubourgl37 the thought of
being established in Saint Louis. He added that the people would be
proud of having so worthy a bishop.
He assured us that at Louisville we would find people to guide us
to the place of our residence. He consoled us while announcing some
new sufferings. Blessed be God; what a pleasure to suffer for so good
a Master.
A little while ago a Negro woman died here; she was 136 years
old.
I am, with respect, ....
19. JOURNAL OF THE VOYAGE138
Baltimore
14 August 1816
12 June Departure from Bordeaux on a sloop to join the ship at
Pauillac. Dinner at Bec d'Ambes.
11(, Flaget wrote a complaining letter to the bishop ofQuebec, Joseph Octave Plessis,
"that I must put aside everything in order to meet them and accompany them to their
destination.... What am I to do in such a maze of difficulties?" In a postscript, he added:
"About the beginning of October I hope to have an interview at Louisville, on the Ohio
river, with Mgr. Du Bourg's vicar general, whose name is De Andreis; he is an Italian
Lazarist and a man of extensive knowledge and rare piety. As he lived in Rome his
conversation will be interesting. I shall tell you about it." (Lindsay Lionel Saint George,
"The Archives of the Archbishopric of Quebec; [Part I] Correspondence Between Bishop
Plessis of Quebec, Canada and Bishop Flaget of Bardstown, Ky. 1811-1833," Records of
the American Catholic Historical Society ofPhiladelphia 18 [1907}: 27-29.)
H7 Madame Fournier's brother.
l.~R Letter 19. Copy, French, from the "Journal de la Societe du Sacre-Coeur .. de 1810 a
1840." Copy in the archives of the General Curia, Rome.
The manuscript attributes this summary journal to De Andreis, although he is
mentioned in the third person. Although it contains details not found elsewhere, some
dates, if copied correctly in the first place, differ from De Andreis's or Rosati's own
travel diaries. This little journal probably came from Madame Fournier, who furnished
other letters to Sacre-Coeur, and may have formed part of Letter 18, August 1816. Infor-
mation for the notes has come from other accounts of the journey. She may have recop-
ied it, placing De Andreis's name in third person.
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13
14
15
16
23
24
28
29
1 July
[4]
5
11
12
13
18
19
22
23
24
26
Father De Andreis and another missionary139 say mass at
Pauillac; the others receive communion.
At 8:00, we are on the sea.
No mass, no office, because of seasickness.
Two"o celebrated mass; Father DeAndreis gave the sermon;
we were within sight of the coasts ofSpain, and were making
seven miles an hour.
Father De Andreis gave the sermon after mass; in the evening,
vespers and blessing with the cross.
Sung mass for [the feast of] Saint John [the Baptist]; other
low masses; meeting with a ship; view of the Azores.
Contrary wind. A school of dolphins surrounded the ship
for an hour.
Mass, sung vespers; meeting two English ships.
We are half-way.
Several rifle shots to celebrate the independence of the United
States.
Favorable wind; we see some kinds of wild grapes borne by
the Mexican current.
Rain. We could not say mass. Because of the rolling of the
ship, everything fell: chairs, bottles, the ladder.!"
Storm; instead of mass we prayed for good weather.
Terrible storm.
Vow to obtain a happy result of the voyage.
Celebration of the feast of Saint Vincent de Paul; several
masses, one sung.
Thirteen miles off the coast, we sounded and found 12
fathoms of depth; at 11 o'clock we entered the bay.
After mass, Father De Andreis had the Te Deum sung.
Three!42 said mass; contrary wind.
Likewise [contrary wind]. We set foot on land at 11, and at
noon were at the seminary, where the missionaries were well
received.
139 Acquaroni.
1-40 De Andreis and Acquaroni.
141 They probably endured a hurricane, since they traveled in the hurricane season.
142 De Andreis, Rosati, Caretli.
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20. TO BARTOLOMEO COLUCCI, C.M., SUPERIOR, ROMEI43
Baltimore
26 August 1816
Very reverend and dear father,
Before setting out for the interior of this vast continent, several
important matters for you to handle later suggest, or rather oblige me
to write you, although I am very busy. This report deals with our past,
present and future as much as it might be guessed at, humanly speaking.
The part that you took in this precious mission from the beginning set
it on the right path. You watched over it with your true and genuine
interest, and since we have been formed by you, we are now able to
continue to cooperate in the good you have done, even though we are
far apart.
From the time I left Rome to the present day, my esteem and
affection for this enviable vocation has continued to grow. It still keeps
growing greatly, as does my embarrassment in admitting my great
unworthiness of it. Since in other letters which should have reached
you by now, I have already given enough detail about what happened
to us up to our leaving Bordeaux, I will begin there.
On 12 June we set sail at last, thirteen of us: five Italian priests,
(that is, besides the three of US,)I44 two other Genoese,'45 four clerics,
and four brothers, three of whom are postulants, with eighty pieces of
baggage, consisting of chests and trunks, besides many valises, boxes,
baskets, etc. For our first days, we were all sick, but we quickly
improved except for Father Rosati, a Spanish cleric,''' and the two
143 Letter 20. Copy, Italian, in the archives of the General Curia, Rome, De Andreis
collection, Volume I, Part t Section D, #4, 14-18; copy in the Biblioteca NaziotlJlle Centrale
Vittorio Emmanuele II, Rome. Fonda Gesuitico, No. 1363 0 3492 (no. 1); another copy in the
archives of Propaganda Fide, Rome. Scritture Riferite nn Congressi, America Centrale. Dol
Canada aWlstrna di Panama. COOice 3. Dal1791 a llutlto il1817. Folios 494-95.
144 De Andreis, Rosati, Acquaroni.
145 Andrew Ferrari and Joseph Caretti were not natives of the city of Genoa, but
citizens of the (former) state of Genoa, which had united with the kingdom of Sardinia 7
January 1815.
146 Casto Benito Gonzalez.
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French postulants,''' who suffered greatly until the end of the voyage.
This did not keep us from celebrating one, two, three or four masses
nearly every day. We chanted mass and vespers on the feast days, to
the great satisfaction of the Protestant captain. He showed the most
beautiful disposition to convert, yet despite all our efforts and prayers,
nondum venit hora ejus ["his hour has not yet come"].!48 On the feast of
Saint Vincent in particular, we celebrated with the greatest possible
solemnity and adorned the chapel with cloths, veils, mirrors, relics,
Agnus Deis, ribbons, etc.
We also experienced several days and nights ofstorms and contrary
winds. One night in particular, it seemed that we were about to be
wrecked because of the violent blows from mountains of water crashing
against the ship. There was lightning and thunder; sailors were
screaming, and water kept pouring into our rooms, even over our beds.
Father Rosati, among others, admitted that he considered the prayers
said for a great part of the night as useful only to prepare himself for
death. Consequently, by common consent, we made a vow to Saint
Vincent to obtain a favorable wind and a safe arrival at our
destination.!" In fact on the seventh day of the octave [of the feast] we
came into Chesapeake Bay, and the next morning we found ourselves
147 Medard de Lattre, John Flegifont.
'" See John N.
149 His feast, 19 July. The text of this vow, found in both Italian and French in
various Origina1source5, is here cited from the first English life of Felix De Andreis:
We, the undersigned missionaries of Louisiana, amid the perils
which surround us, being firmly convinced of the influence and
speci.a1 favor which thou, 0 glorious and illustrious hero ofChristian
Charity,St. Vmcent of Paul, clost enjoy, before the throne of the Divine
Majesty; on this day, dedicated by the Church to the celebration of
thy glorious triumph; prostrate at thy feet, implore thee by the zeal
which inflamed thy heart for the glory of God, the salvation of souls,
and the welfare of those who consecrate their lives to promote these
ends, to accept the vow we joyfully offer thee, and by which we
bind ourselves to celebrate, in the best posSible manner, the day of
thy happy death, on the 27th of September, 1816, to prepare for it by
a novena, and a fast on the eve; in the hope that thou wilt obtain for
us a favorable wind, and a safe termination of our voyage; together
with an increase of that apostolic spirit, which was so conspicuous
in the whole course of thy holy life. Amen.
(Sketches of the Life, 86.) This vow, however, is elsewhere associated more with the
contrary winds preventing their advance, than with the hunicane they experienced.
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in sight of the majestic port of Baltimore. We disembarked two hours
before noon, which corresponds to 4 P.M. in Rome. We had to cross the
whole city, a distance of three or four miles. We admired the various
shapes of its buildings, its streets, etc., and especially noted that the
majority of the people were black. We arrived at the Sulpician seminary,
but they knew nothing about our arrival. '50
Nevertheless they received us with a charity and kindness which
could not have been better had it come from our own dear confreres.
Not content with graciously lodging us, they put themselves to great
trouble in our regard, and even gave us hundreds of scudi. That same
day, if I am not mistaken, I paid a visit to the vicar general''' to ask for
faculties. He granted them to me with great transports of joy, and
graciously wanted to lodge two of us in his own house, since another
zealous pastor had invited two others, a great marvel.'52 I wrote to the
archbishop [Leonard Neale!, who lives a day's trip away,'53 to inform
him of our arrival. He answered with a very polite letter confirming
the faculties. '54 The vicar general of Philadelphia came to find me. '55
He brought a letter from the provincial of the Jesuits, Father Uohn
Anthony1Grassi, a Lombard.'56 This latter is the president of the college
150 This observation is confinned by the "Minutes of Faculty Meetings of Saint
Mary's Seminary, Baltimore:' manuscript in Sulpician Archives, Baltimore, 2 October
1816. "Por fear of being caught unprepared, like the first time, we resolved to make a
decision beforehand .. .." The seminary was then located on Paca Street in Baltimore.
151 Enoch Fenwick, S.].
152 At Fell's Point; the pastor was John Baptist Moranville. His nephew, also John
Baptist Moranville, born in Amiens, came west with Dubourg to the Barrens in 1817.
Ricciardelli (Vita, 251) mistakenly lists him as one of the Original band, probably confusing
him with Francis Borawanski. The younger Moranville later married and his descendants
still live in the Perryville area. <Timothy J. O'Rourke, Maryland Catholics on the Frontier.
The Missouri and Texas Settlements [Parsons, Kans.: Breiney Press, 1973l, 753.)
153 In Georgetown.
154 Letter 17, 29 July 1816.
155 Henry Campbell.
lSI> John Anthony Grassi, S.J., 1775-1849, mistakenly called the provincial (or vicar
general, in Letter 31, 5 January 1817), was anxious to meet the Vmcentians. He wrote to
Simon Brute, the Sulpician superior: "Dear Mr. Brute, you will say a thousand things to
these RR [Reverend] Gentlemen; if any of them come to see me, I will try to come and
see them in Baltimore before they shall start for Louisiana." (Grassi to Brute, from
Georgetown, 31 July 1816; in "Letters of John Grassi, 5.J., to Simon Brute de Remur,
1812-1832," ed. by Thomas A. O'Connor, Mid-America 15 14, new series! [April 1933l:
256.)
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and large novitiate at Georgetown. The vicar general asked me to
undertake various missions in Pennsylvania while we are here, awaiting
an answer from the bishop of Kentucky.'57 I wrote the bishop as soon
as we arrived, to get the directions necessary for the rest of our trip.
We greatly regretted that we were unable to offer ourselves, since we
did not yet know enough English or German, the only languages
understood in that region. We are struggling, therefore, to learn the
first language; Father Rosati is doing marvelously. I read it, understand
it and also write it, but the pronunciation, especially that used by the
Americans, is so difficult that without God's special help, which I firmly
hope for, it will take several years to develop. The fourteen different
vowel sounds and the consonants cripple the tongue, teeth and lips to
pronounce. Success comes only with great difficulty; since nothing is
understood unless it is correctly pronounced.
Every feast day we sing mass in various places. Last Sunday I
sang mass at the cathedral. We sweat horribly, in a way unheard of in
Europe. There are four beautiful Catholic churches in the city, but the
main churches belong to the Protestants, of which there are some forty
different sects. Yet they are very well disposed toward Catholicism,
and with more priests, the true faith would quickly predominate.
Catholic priests are more esteemed than the ministers of other sects,
and many conversions take place daily even among the ministers
themselves, three of whom in New York recently became converts.
Their conversion made a great impression through the whole United
States. The thing that afflicts me the most is to see how much good
could be done if there were more Missionaries, and how much is being
lost by not having them. This is a country now being formed, and year
after year cities, towns and villages are being founded. Their first
thought is of having a church, no matter of what sect, since they are
mistakenly convinced that all are equally good, and so the church
belongs to primi occupantis ["the one who gets there first"]. Ifa Catholic
priest comes, they will be Catholics, otherwise they give themselves to
whomever arrives first. The other day I learned that one of these so-
called congregations was looking for a priest, but being unable to find
one, a Protestant minister went there. My God, what damage, what
results!
157 Benedict Joseph Flaget, 5.S.
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Perhaps some zealous person over there [in Rome] might take on
himself the responsibility of presenting this situation to the Holy Father
and the cardinals, and insisting vigorously on not losing such a great
opportunity of protecting the Church from the losses which took place
in Europe at the time of the conquest of America. lss Here, the world
and the Church are in a lovely childhood, while in Europe they are
becoming decrepit. In the Americans is found a character that is open,
candid, honest and respectful of the truth. The only thing needed is to
have them recognize it. On the other hand among the other sects are
the Methodists. These incredible fanatics roam around continuously
like madmen and assemble for public missions. They also preach
enthusiastically, and it is frightening to experience the cries and shouts
which move their audience, and the diabolical fervor aroused in their
meetings. These are a kind of spiritual retreat held in the country, where
five, eight or ten thousand people assemble from all over. The
government does not interfere in matters of religion, and so I am
frustrated at not being able to preach. If I knew the language well
enough, I would like to set up a platform myself. The people there are
ignorant, and of the lowest condition; tailors, shoemakers and so on,
but they have a vivid imagination, and are great speakers, with a voice
like a bull, and a chest like an elephant, and all the rest. Oh, if we could
only have a Father Colucci to preach here in English as you preach
over there in Tuscan. What a fine blow could be struck!
This would be the real counterblow, sending missionaries while
the land is virgin, and religion extends visibly to the population through
the immense reaches of these presently empty regions. The Indians
are daily reduced to nothing by the wars that have exterminated entire
nations. The famous Hurons, Iroquois, Illini and others exist no more.
Other nations have been reduced to a few hundred persons, just because
the civilized population is growing. They either become civilized and
they merge with other nations, or else they wipe one another out in
their senseless raids. Hence the primary objective of these missions is
first to found the Congregation. I do not know how someone with any
zeal for the glory of God, the salvation of souls and the spread of the
Church, would not be sensibly and profoundly moved to the core of
158 That is, from the Refonnation.
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their being by a work where so much is at stake.
I recommend myself to your charity. May it set a fire everywhere,
and electrify the zeal of someone to come to our help. On our arrival
on these shores, the public pressl59 spoke of us, and an alarm spread
among Protestants. They would say: Look, the Pope is sending
missionaries, and soon the entire United States will become religious.
Indeed, the opportunity could not be finer, but our field is not this one.
We have another 800 miles to go to reach the region, with the burden
of whose salvation we are heavily laden. Though most unworthy, I
have been appointed vicar general of Louisiana to take a part in pastoral
care. This charge has also been given to Father Rosati, so that he might
use it after my death, should this happen, but I do not certainly believe
I am close to death because I feel my strength growing daily, despite
the lack of wine, which seems indispensable to my stomach.l60 But
Providence supplies all.
I finally received an answer from the bishop ofKentucky [Benedict
Joseph Flaget], and he fills us with the most lovely hOpe.161 The people
of Louisiana are waiting for us with open arms and will probably come
to get us at Louisville,l62 where we will disembark from the Ohio, which
we have to do to reach their renowned bishop. This bishop has laid
the foundations of his cathedral in Bardstown, and even Protestants
have pledged to contribute to the expenses of the building.l63 A few
years ago only one family had moved into all of Kentucky, but now
159 Efforts to locate these reports have been lU\Successful.
160 The Original document given to Rosati concludes: "This document will be valid
only in the case of the death or disability of Father Felix De Andreis, vicar general." It is
dated Bordeaux, 6 June 1816. The original is in the Rosati papers, SLAA.
161 The diary of Jean Marie Tessier, 5.5., confinns De Andreis's infonnation in his
entry for 24 August: "The Lazarists and other people sent by M. Dubourg for his diocese
in Louisiana, and who have been here since July 24 [sic, for July 26]. just received a
favorable reply from Bishop Flaget, and will soon leave." ("Notes written down daily in
the Baltimore Seminary. From December 1, 1814 to March 17, 1817." Manuscript diary
in the Sulpician Archives, Baltimore.)
162 This did not happen. Their coming was known and they were awaited, as is
seen from a letler dated 15September 1816, written byJohn Baptist David at Saint Thomas,
to Antoine Duclaux, superior of Saint Sulpice in Paris. (Sulpician Archives, Paris, David
papers.)
163 FIaget announced to his correspondent, Bishop Plessis ofQuebec, that Protestants
"subscribed, almost entirely among themselves, nearly ten thousand dollars ...." Flaget
hoped that Plessis could help him raise some of the rest. (Saint George, "TheArchives of
the Archbishopric of Quebec," RACHSP 18 11907]: 23-24.)
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there are more than 400,000 inhabitants. In this way these regions are
becoming formed. Here, it seems like the era after the [biblical] flood.
Everywhere one Sees the arts beginning to flower, as well as institutions
and all human activities. Only for the ecclesiastical state is there lacking
any real hope to be able to form any students from the region, because
they do not yet have a sufficient understanding of Religion. Commerce,
like marriage, is necessary for the population, but like rushing rivers,
it sweeps along the youth, and renders the work done to form ministers
of the sanctuary nearly useless. For this reason Europe has to provide
these helps so that Religion might have deeper roots. But Providence
is performing miracles for us. It does not exempt us totally from the
cross, which should be the treasure of apostolic men. God be blessed,
who has accustomed me for a lime to this milk, and has so many limes
forced me to say with the Psalmist, secundum multitudinem dolorum
meorum in corde meo consolationes tuae laetificaverunt animam meam
["According to the multitude of my sorrows in my heart, your
Period map. Carte des Etats du Centre, de L'Ouest et du Sud des Etats-Unis (1804).
Map of the middle, west and southern states of the United. States. Name and date
penciled in, "Michaux, 1804." Original.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial Archives
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consolations have rejoiced my soul"].!" Last week, to our general
satisfaction we had our retreat, which we had not been able to have in
October. And now, Father Rosati and I are giving it to the clerics, etc.
As far as I can tell, we are all quite resolved to become saints, not sparing
ourselves in sanctifying others as much as we can, except for myself,
who will never turn away from my pride and self-love. But I am
consoled enough by seeing that God does for me what I do not do.
God is so good that instead of abandoning me as my ingratitude and
inflexible obstinacy deserve, he leads me by the hand. I can only say:
Ut jumentum factus sum apud te ["1 have become like a beast of burden
before yoU"].!65 Please help me to thank him and present all our
requests to our superiors and to all our priests and brothers over there
to help us with their prayers and with the consolation of news about
them. We are all well. May it please the Lord that we see one another
again in that beautiful paradise which is the only thing left for us to
desire. I am, with the deepest respect and attachment to you,
your most humble and devoted servant
Felix De Andreis
unworthy Priest of the Congregation of the Mission
P.S. If it would not be running the risk of being indiscreet, I would fill
up another sheet with more details to show you the evidence of the
hand of Providence. It renders most sweet the life of continual dying
to which we are going to devote ourselves. Woe to us if all our delights
are not laid only on the cross of Jesus Christ; miserabiliores essemus
omnibus hominibus ["we would be the most to be pitied of all men"].'66
Many things which have happened to us here below are meant to be
known only at the end, quando manifesta sunt abscondita cordis nostri
["when the secrets of our hearts will be revealed"].!" This world is
such a nothing that it matters little if someone knows or doesn't know
of our deeds, or whether that person thinks well or ill of us. 0 God!
God alone and nothing more! Believe me, in his love, and in that of
holy Mary, your most cordial, etc., as above.
164 Ps 94:19 NAB: 'When cares abound within me, your comfort gladdens my soul."
165 Ps 73:22.
166 1 Cor 15:19.
167 See 1 Cor 14:25.
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21. TO VINCENZO DE ANDREIS, DEMONTE1"
From North America
Baltimore
3 September 1816
My dearest brother,
Before setting out on the 800 dreadful miles remaining before I
reach my destination, I decided to give you this brief report. I hope it
will help you realize that the distance of about 3000 miles of sea that
now separates me from Europe cannot make me forget my very dear
family. Sometimes I seem to be able to hear you complaining: "See
what a good brother he is! I went to meet him in Turin before his
departure for such distant lands to bring him home to visit his family.
Not only did he refuse to come, but dUring my different visits, far from
inviting me out to a meal, he did not even offer me a glass of wine
during dinner. Neither did he even think of giving me the four rosaries
he should have, as a gift to the family." But ifyou would stop to consider
my circumstances carefully, you yourself would become my advocate
and spokesman. Going home was ruled out because of the large group
of companions whom I was responsible for, and I absolutely could not
leave them. Besides, in such circumstances it would have been doubly
hard for me and the family, and a temptation to betray my honor and
my conscience, both so clearly tempted. Being the superior and
incurring expenses on the account of the Mission was the reason why
I did not invite you, for example. Otherwise during similar visits I
would have had to invite also the relatives of my other missionary
confreres. This would have been both expensive and unjust.
Concerning the money, if you only knew the great many plans that
took my time in Rome in those days as we prepared to leave, when I
did not even know where I would go, I am sure that you would have
shared this with everyone and will present my excuses to whoever
168 Letter 21. Autograph letter, Italian, four pages with address, in provincial archives,
Turin, De Andreis papers; copy in thearchives of the General Curia, Rome; De Andreis collection,
Volume XVI. Cited in Ricciardelli, Vita, 270-73.
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might complain about my actions. If they still want to complain, I will
say with Saint Paul, Mihi autem pro minirrw est ut a vobis iudicer... qui
iudicat me Dominus est ["It matters little to me whether I be judged by
you... The Lord is the one to judge me"].'''
Now let me tell you about our trip, etc. We left on 12 June from
Bordeaux on an American brig. Thirteen ofus made the great crossing
of the Atlantic Ocean in 44 days. I am the only one who did not vomit.
I said mass almost every day, and I was able to serve the others in their
sickness, although they were healthier than I.
We had terrible storms, especiaIIy on some nights. Amid great
fury and noise, the sea cast mountains of water from all sides against
the ship. It seemed at every instant about to break into a thousand
pieces. Water rushed in everywhere, overour beds, trunks, seats, chests,
jugs, etc., everything thrown back and forth by the wind. We kept
praying, and even the captain, although a heretic, kept urging us to
pray. Yet it seemed that our prayers did no other good than to prepare
us for death. The situation seemed so desperate that we made a vow
to Saint Vmcent, and so we arrived at our desired port on the octave of
this saint's feast.
We landed without knowing anyone, without understanding the
language, since everyone speaks English (how fortunate that
Providence had disposed things for me to learn it in large measure in
Rome from an Irish student ofmine).l10 With an ardent longing we let
ourselves roam the magnificent and broad streets of this large city. We
looked at the people, almost all blacks; the houses and mansions are
built of very bright red bricks. On almost every street is a pump to
draw water. In this country, they drink it like wine. They have no
wine here except for what comes from Europe; they pay one louis per
bottle, what we call a pint in Piedmont. At length we arrived at the
seminary, directed by French priests. I introduced myself with letters
of recommendation and we were received with open arms just like
1/H 1 Cor 4:3-4.
171) This was probably Henry Young. who entered Monte eitorio, 22 March 1806, at
age 19, and left 17 October 1814, after his ordination to the priesthood. He was the only
Irish student there for more than a briefperiod. ("Catalogus in quo praeter Convictonun
nomina, eorum etiam qualitates adnotantur," Register of students at Monte Citmio, 1720-
1870, Archives of the Roman Province, 3.5.11, 34'>
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brothers. We have been here for more than a month, maintained in
every way, and showered with gifts of clothing and money.
One of these good priests17l twice gave me 100 scudi, and several
other items. The archbishop, the vicar general, and the other priests
and the Jesuits here gave us a wonderful welcome, had us sing mass in
various places, and wanted to have us preach, but we are not ready
with the language. My heart weeps when I see that the most beautiful
churches and most lovely bells are in the hands of heretics. There are
some here from all the sects, some forty different ones. Yet they respect
Catholic priests greatly, are well disposed for conversion, and are being
converted daily. The bad thing is that we are very few priests in
proportion to the need.
Everything here is extremely expensive. The people are quite good,
and manners and religion flourish even more than in Europe. The
heretics observe feast-days with scrupulous exactness, all the shops
are closed, and the churches are full of people. If you came to this
country, and on a feast-day needed to have a horse shod, you would
not find a blacksmith, even a Protestant one, to do it for all the gold in
the world. Shame on our Catholic lands!
Well, I am very happy that I came to this country rather than
elsewhere, since I see the great good to be done. Of course, there is
much to suffer, but the Lord spreads about his sweet consolation on
the sufferings encountered for his glory and for the salvation of souls,
and the sufferings become sweeter than could ever be believed. You
can imagine my situation with the burden on my shoulders. They are
a family of twelve persons to be maintained in a foreign country with
Providence as our only help. All sorts of things are yet to come, with
persons of different temperaments from so many different nations, and
the whole thing is to fall to me. And yet I have never been so happy.
Besides, I have another and larger family, which numbers one million
and more. They are all the souls of the largest diocese in the world,
Louisiana, larger than all of Europe. Although unworthy, I have become
the vicar general, and I will be responsible for them before the judgment
seat of God. Does it seem to you that, even though it depended on me,
I should prefer raising four nephews, which is a father's obligation, to
such a huge harvest, to which Providence has destined me ab aeterna
171 Simon Brute, 5.S.
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["from all eternity"]? We have to learn to see beyond the tip of our
noses to put things into perspective. If people set their boundaries so
close that they never left the limits of their native land or their family,
the world would still be in its infancy.
I am well, and wish the same for our father, for you and for the
whole household. Please embrace them all dearly in my name,
extending my regards besides to relatives, friends and acquaintances,
those outside our home. This world i§ only !!~ this life i§ only!!
dream. One should not be attached to ji- Paradise is the place of our
eternal sojourn. if we will have learned how to profit from the present
life to arrive there.'" These are the only gifts that I would like bestowed
on you and on all my relatives, since these sentiments are like the
precious seed of true happiness. I wish it for you with all my heart,
and I hope to share it with all of you in our true heavenly homeland,
172 Underscored in the original.
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where as many go from Europe as from America. Give my personal
regards to everyone and have them say a Hail Mary for me, since most
holy Mary assists us in the great trial. It is written about her: Gaude,
Maria Virgo, cunctas lU1:ereses sola interemisti in universo mundo ["Rejoice
a Virgin Mary, you alone have put an end to all heresies in the whole
world"].'"
Be devoted to her yourself, and one day you will be happy. In the
meantime, believe me, with a true brother's heart and spirit, your most
affectionate
Felix,
unworthy Priest of the Congregation of the Mission
Addressed: To Mr. Vincent De Andreis, Secretary of the Tribunal, Turin,
for Demonte.
(Other dates in another IU1:nd)
Postmark: Bordeaux.
22. TO CARLO DOMENICO SICARDI, C.M.,
VICAR GENERAL, ROMEI74
Pittsburgh in Western Pennsylvania
In another hand: 22 September 1816
Sensing that you and our dear confreres will be happy to have
periodic reports about our long and disaster-plagued travels, I turn
with pen in hand at this our third stopping place,l75 with my spirit
173 Cited from the Tract for feasts of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
174 Letter 22. Autograph letter, Italian, two pages, in the archives of the General Curia,
Rome; De Andreis collection, Volume I, Part I, Section D, #5, 19-20; copy in the Biblioteca
Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emmanuele II, Rome. Fonda Gesuitico, No. 1363 0 3492 (no. 2);
copy in the archives of Propaganda Fide, Scn"tture Riferite nei Congressi, Cod. 3. America
Centrale dal Canada all'Istmo di Panama. Dal1791 a l[utJto i11817. Fal.498-99. Italian. Cited
in, Sketches of the Life, 95-98. Cited in Ricciardelli, Vita, 286-88.
175 After Bordeaux and Baltimore.
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directed to our ever-dear Rome. It becomes even dearer the farther we
are separated from it in these lands where Catholicism has hardly made
a mark.
We departed in two groups from Baltimore.!76 The one group took
nineteen days,!77 and the others took ten:!78 partly on foot and partly
in bad coaches, at huge expense and inconvenience. We crossed the
rough mountains of Pennsylvania,!79 about 300 miles wide, and we
never once found a Catholic church on the road, and could therefore
neither celebrate nor hear mass. It was even unhappier for us when
we arrived in this city so famous for commerce, only to find that we
did not have the means to be able to have this consolation. The reason
was that among 10,000 inhabitants, the Catholics barely number 300
and, for the most part, are poor. They have a small church bereft of
everything, and the pastor, whose parish is the size of ten dioceses, is
always away traveling to visit his parishioners. He had taken the chalice
with him and so our devotion, no less than that of these good Catholics,
was frustrated.!ao They quickly showed themselves very anxious to
176 A letter sent to France from Baltimore reported on their stay in that city:
On 28 July, we saw twelve missionaries arrive here whom
Bishop Dubourg had sent before him into his diocese. They stayed
more than a month, and have edified all the Catholics. Their
superior, Father Andreis [sic] will certainly be a very fine missionary.
Many of these men are sons of Saint Vincent de Paul. May this saint
be able to bless their work as it begins! They left on 10 September
for Louisiana, and will travel through Pittsburgh and Kentucky. We
await impatiently the arrival of their bishop.
(Ami de la Religion 11:267 [l March 1817]: 86. Neither writer nor recipient is
identified.)
177 Blanka, Delatre, Borawanski, and Dahmen. The Tessier diary records the
following for 3 September: "Of those whom M. Dubourg sent, three brothers and one in
Minor Orders left; they are going with the wagons which are on the way to Pittsburgh."
178 That is, DeAndreis, Rosati, Acquaroni, Carelli, Ferrari, Deys, Tichitoli, Gonzalez.
The Tessier diary recotds, for 10 September: "The Lazarists and the others with them left
this morning for Pittsburgh by public stage. By them I wrote to Bishop Flaget, M. David,
M. Chabrat, and to M. O'Brien, the pastor of Pittsburgh."
179 Bishop Dubourg. arrived at Pittsburgh, exclaimed in opening a letter to Simon
Brute: "What a road! What precipiCes! What a shaking we got! My dear friend, I do not
think that I have ever in my life experienced such fatigue." 03 November 1817, from
Pittsburgh, copy in DRMA, Dubourg letters.) Rosati noted that they had broken three of
their carriages along the way. (Joseph Rosati to Nicola Rosati, 25 October 1816, from
Pittsburgh, copy in DRMA, Rosati letters.)
180 The chalice and paten they had used on the trip were in the baggage that had
not yet arrived. (Rosati, "Itineraire," 21 September.)
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have us say mass. At last a tin chalice was found but it had no base,
and the paten was missing. Last evening, as I was walking with a
confrere before going to sleep, I unexpectedly found the paten in the
house of a Catholic family, and quickly sent my companion to bring
the consoling news to the other confreres and to the heads of the
Catholic families. They spread the news to all the houses, and this
morning we celebrated our five masses,'81 including a sung mass. The
others received communion, and this evening we sang vespers.
Afterward a good Catholic invited us to dinner tomorrow. We attribute
this grace to the Blessed Virgin Mary, whose feast of the Sorrows we
kept today. May she be forever blessed. '82
I have been requested insistently to preach and hear confessions,
but my English is not yet good enough to let me agree to so much.
Only seven or eight persons understand French. We still await our
cumbersome baggage before descending the Ohio to Louisville in
Kentucky. The boat has already been arranged.l83 Everything here is
very expensive. A cart to carry our baggage for thirty-five miles cost
twenty scudi. A little ferry to cross a small river, three scudi. An
ordinary portfolio, which costs two paoli in Rome, they want five scudi
for here, and so forth. There is no coinage here. It is all paper certificates
that are hard to use in different places in the United States. But
Providence confounds us with its special assistance by distracting us
while it causes to fall into our hands, without our seeking it, very
considerable help, up to 300 scudi each lime. We need nothing less in
very expensive areas to provide food, clothing and travel expenses for
twelve persons. We are all doing wonderfully well, despite the fatigue
and the regular lack of wine, soup, etc., despite the sweat, which freezes
on us, since here, so to speak, they have the four seasons of the year
each day. In the morning we shiver with cold, and a few hours later
we are overcome with the heat, and everyone gets covered with sweat.
On our arrival here, we had to look for a hotel. When we saw that
it was costing us two scudi each per day, we stayed with a poor Catholic
181 The priests were De Andreis, Rosati, Acquaroni, Caretti, and Ferrari.
182 The sacramental records of Saint Patrick's Church indicate that Reverend W.F.X.
O'Brien had performed baptisms on 15, 17,21 September. However, since there is no
indication where he celebrated them, he must have been elsewhere.
183 They were delayed first by the missing luggage, and then by low water levels
on the river.
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family, but we were very crowded there. Yet we were all happy and
content in the Lord, conversing among ourselves like good brothers
and encouraging each other to unite our sufferings to those endured
by the son of God for the salvation of souls. According to the custom
of the Congregation, we always hold meditations, spiritual reading,
the examens, conferences, etc. and it all moves along with an admirable
harmony.
If you are anxious to know the names of all our colleagues, besides
us three!84 there are two other priests, from Porto Maurizio, Canon
Caretti and Father Andrew Ferrari, young men about 26 years old; four
clerics, on whom the bishop conferred minor orders in Bordeaux:
Messrs. Deys, a Fleming well known there [in Rome]; Casto Gonzales,
a Spaniard;!85 Xavier Dahmen, a German; Joseph TIchitoli, a Milanese;
three brothers: Martin Blanka, Francis Borawanski,t86 and Medard
Delatre, a French [postulant?]. I would like to be able to give a clearer
account, but I have to finish, to give the letter to a bearer about to leave
for Baltimore.
After receiving good news about our confreres in Lisbon from an
English priest arriving from there, I wrote!87 to the superior of that
house, asking him to send us manuscript copies of our rule of life,
something we were unable to get in France.
Everyone here joins me in honoring your entire house, and that of
Monte Cavallo,!" and we recommend ourselves warmly to your
prayers. We will see one another again in paradise. To reach there I
have been unable to find a better way than this one, being, fortunately,
in need of stripping ourselves of our very selves, etc. Felix neeessitas
184 De Andreis, Rosati, Acquaroni.
185 This difficult and unbalanced young man was not a Vmcentian, although he
had expressed a wish to join the Congregation. (Details are in Rosati's "Recollections,"
VH 4:2, 126-28; together with his "Catalogus Parochiarum et Missionurn Diocesis S.
Ludovici, Anno 1816," DRMA, Rosati papers, 47-48; also his "Catalogus alumnorum
Seminarii S. Mariae .. ," DRMA, II C[MOI-9-A-5, 3.) Flaget mentioned Casto in his
'1ournal," 16 October 1820, speaking of unspecified "scandals."
186 It is difficult to be certain about his name, since two similar names exist in Polish:
Borowacki and Borawanski. The latter has been chosen for consistency, despite the many
ways his name appears in these letters and in other sources.
187 This letter does not exist, since the archives of the province were destroyed in
1830.
188 Another name for San Silvestro, a major Vincentian house in Rome.
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quae ad meliora compellit ["Happy the need which compels one to greater
things").18'
I am, with profound respect and veneration for you,
your most humble and obedient servant
Felix De Andreis,
unworthy Priest of the Congregation of the Mission
189 The original citation is Felix est necessitas quae in meliora compellit; Augustine,
epistle 127, PL 33, 487, 8.
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23. TO FRAN<;:OISE VICTOIRE FOURNIER, BORDEAUXI90
Pittsburgh
27 September 1816
Madame,
I wrote you from Baltimore,191 and also wrote to our beloved
shepherd [Bishop Dubourgl .... Our trip since then was made partly
by stage, partly on foot or in wagons. The constant rains, the swollen
rivers and the abominable roads made it very difficult. This forced us
to stop and to multiply our expenses.
The flat-boat for our trip on the Ohio has already been arranged
192
The Catholic people of Pittsburgh wrote a very obliging letter [of
introduction] for us. We had hardly arrived here when they wanted us
to say mass. I am struggling hard to hear confessions and preach in
English. If we still remain here, I will try to make use of the poor
sermons I have already prepared, etc.
190 Letter 23. Extracts, French, from a copy from "Journal de la Sociite du Sacri-Coeur,"
in the Archives of the General Curia, Rome; Duchesne file, 31-32.
191 See Letter 18, August 1816.
192 The men had earlier thought of a steamboat journey down the Ohio. (Rosati to
Nervi, from Baltimore, 29 July 1816, in Collegio Brignole-Sale, Genoa, Rosati papers;
copy in DRMA. Also, Rosati, "Recollections," VH 2, 46.) Lack of funds changed their
plans, since steamboats were both scarce and expensive. The charge for the group and
baggage would have been $2000. (Rosati, "Life," Summarium, 80.)
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24. TO JOSEPH HARENT, 5.5., PRIEST, BALTIMOREl93
Pittsburgh
27 September 1816
Dear Father,
Yesterday evening we received the package of letters that you were
good enough to send us. They brought us great consolation because of
the news from Europe that they contained about Bishop Dubourg and
our confreres. Also they succeeded in preparing our spirits to celebrate
today with greater spiritual joy the anniversary of the happy passing
of our father, Saint Vincent de Paul. They prepared us to celebrate the
very important memory, for us, of the conclusion of the establishment
of our mission that took place in Rome this same day. We also sang
vespers yesterday evening and a high mass this morning. This evening
we will finally conclude the feast with second vespers. To give us the
bare necessities for the feast, Providence also caused to arrive yesterday
the last two wagons to depart. We are still looking for the other wagon
taken away from our four confreres who went with it.!94 I don't know
why.
The flatboat is ready to leave for Louisville. I regret not having
seen Father O'Brien.!95 Mr. Beelen has been very busy on our behalf.
He placed us with some Catholic people, arranged for a boat and took
charge of getting us the necessary provisions. The Catholic people of
Pittsburgh showed us great charity. They put a carriage at our disposal
here, and for our journey they wrote a letter for us in the name of all
the Catholics, with very obliging offers of assistance and service. We
responded by simply thanking them and recommending ourselves to
their prayers.
193 Letter 24. Autograph letter, French, two pages, with address, in Sulpician Archives,
Baltimore, Maryland, document 2~A-l.
Joseph Harent (1755·1818). a Sulpician, was at the time treasurer of Saint Mary's
Seminary in Baltimore.
194 Blanka, Delatre, Borawanski, Dahmen.
19.'; The pastor arrived on 3 October.
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I received several pressing requests to preach and hear confessions.
I wrote for permission to do so, and I also worked to prepare a sermon
in English, and if we do not leave before Sunday, I will perhaps try to
give it. Everyone is in good health, despite the fatigues of traveling
the very bad road, and the difficulties that we found ourselves in, as I
have already described in two letters to Father Brute.l96 Your worthy
letter enclosed one from Madame Fournier, Bishop Dubourg's sister.
In it she asked me to present her compliments to you as well as to
Fathers Tessier, Babad, Brute, [James] Joubert, Mr. [Louis de] Chevigne
and [Edward] Damphoux. To these I also add my own best wishes
and those of our band. Our thanks to the college and to the seminary
at Baltimore will never be erased. I also add the same good wishes
and thanks to Fathers Marechal, Vepres and Mr. Cooper, and to Mrs.
St. Martin, especially also to Fathers Fenwick and Moranville. Oh, how
wonderful it is to see people from such different nations helping each
other, and assisting one another as good brethren before their common
Father and Master for whose love and glory each one tries to act. I am
anxious to see Bishop Haget. I just learned now that the last wagon
arrived empty, since it had to leave our baggage beside the road. We
will see what we can do.
I am, Father, with the assurance of the deepest respect and
veneration,
Yourhumbleservan~
Felix De Andreis,
unworthy priest of the Congregation of the Mission.
Addressed [in English]: Rt. Rev. D. [Father] Harent, to the St. Mary's
College, Baltimore (Maryland).
Postmark: Pittsburgh, 28 SPT [September].
1% These letters, as well as that from Madame Fournier, are no longer extant.
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25. TO SIMON BRUTE, 5.5., PRIEST, BALTIMOREI97
Pittsburgh
5 October 1816
With great pleasure I received from Mr. [Anthony) Beelenl98 your
very welcome letter. It was a reason for consolation given our present
circumstances. A loving Providence has been pleased to discipline us
here, since for three weeks we have stayed here without being able to
leave. The water has been too low and we have not found out how
long we will have to wait. I say this just as a simple account of our
condition. For the rest I would do an injustice to God's goodness after
so many proofs he has given us, and which he does not cease giving
us, of the care that he deigns to take of us, although (I am speaking of
myself) we are so unworthy and ungrateful.
I thank you sincerely for the good advice which you kindly gave
us, and I assure you that this is not carrying water to the well, but on
the contrary, you have given water to the thirsty. I am very aware of
the happy efforts of your zeal for the 130 ecus; the money has been
found and it could not be better used since it is indispensable for paying
the expenses of our delayed journey. As a result, I would be doubly
obliged to you ifyou could send us the money, although for the moment
we have no purchases to make. If we have already left, Mr. Beelen will
handle what has to be done. I omit repeating here what I have already
noted in three of my letters, two addressed to you,l99 and the other to
Father [Joseph) Harent. 200 I am angry that in the pressure with which
197 Letter 25. Copy, French, in SLAA, De Andreis papers.
Simon Brute de Remur 0779-1839) came to America in 1810. He was superior of
the Baltimore seminary 0815-1818), and was first bishop of Vmcennes, Indiana (1834-
1839). For Brote's answer, see Letter 26,15 October 1816.
198 Born in Belgium, Anthony C. Beelen, was the son of Francis, baron De Belen
Barthoff, a Belgian diplomat. Beelen came to Pittsburgh in 1794, became a businessman
and merchant, and developed glass and ironworks. He was the principal Vmcentian
contact in Pittsburgh.
199 These letters do not appear to be extant.
200 Letter 24, 27 September 1816.
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I wrote those few words at Stoystown, I did not think to tell you how
happy we were, and how edified by the very useful company given us
by the friendly Mr. Ross.20! We regret losing him, as you should now
know, but we are happy that he was spared the pains that he would
have had to undergo with us; and, even more than us, for the long
journey he still has to make to reach New Orleans.202 All of us together
ask you to extend our compliments to him and our thanks. I hope you
will kindly do the same for Father Grassi and for Father ijohn] Sinnot
for the same assistance. We have also received the packet of letters
sent by Father Harent.
Concerning the matter of the stage, we had in compensation about
11, eleven, dollars. And I agree very readily with you to hold us to it
without looking for anything further. I have been often touched by
what Saint John Chrysostom said about the place in the Gospel where
our divine Savior sends out the apostles and says to them: mitto vos
sicut oves in mediis luporum, quandiu oves fuerimus, vincimus: etiamsi mille
circumstant lupi superamus, et victores sumus: quod si lupi fuerimus vincimur.
Tunc enim a nobis Pastoris auxilium recedit, qui non lupos, sed oves pascit
["1 send you forth like sheep in the midst of wolves. Although we may
be sheep, we are victorious. Even though a thousand wolves surround
us, we will overcome and be the victors. Ifwe were wolves, we would
be overcome, for then the shepherd's help would leave us, since he
pastures sheep, not wolves"].203 May our good and gracious God never
let us be far from these sentiments.
Yesterday we had the happiness of seeing for the first time Father
[William EX.] O'Brien, and we found him just as he had been described
201 This seminarian accompanied the group for a portion of the journey. He is
probably the same as Rodolphe Rousseau, known from seminary records. He probably
anglicized his name to Ross, a common occurrence. R. Ross is listed as a seminarian of
Baltimore in a letter from Brute to Antoine Gamier, his Sulpician superior in Paris (Brute
to Gamier,fromBaltimore, 17 December 1815; inSulpicianArchives, Paris, Brute papers).
Rosati mistakenly noted that he was returning to New Orleans after finishing his studies
in Baltimore. (Rosati, "Itineraire:' 10 September 1816.)
202 The Tessier diary records the following for 27 September: "Young Ross, who
had left with the Lazarists, has returned, after accompanying them as far as Pittsburgh."
203 John Chrysostom, Homily 33 (34) on the Gospel "Ecce ego mitto vos," PG 31 :389,
with some omissions.
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for us: a very accomplished man and a worthy priest.2M I hope he will
have a co-worker, not only to support him, but also to help him do
even better what is to be done. One man alone cannot do what he
ought. One would soon see the number of Catholics grow.
Our great duty here is to learn English, but the climate of this region,
being very humid and always covered with fog, keeps almost all of us
somewhat indisposed. For the rest we are all shut up here in a tiny
hole where it is almost impossible to move. But this is nothing. We are
not worthy of experiencing the labors of truly apostolic men. Your
prayers, Father, will let us merit them. I see very clearly that the only
thing worthy of esteem in this life is to suffer all we can for the glory
and the cause of God, our good master.
Please extend my most humble respects and sentiments of thanks
to Fathers [Jean Marie] Tessier, Harent, [Ambrose] Marechal, [Enoch]
Fenwick, [Peter] Babad, [John] Moranville, [Francis] Vepres; to Messrs.
[Louis de] Chevigne,''' [Samuel] Cooper, [John Joseph] Holland and
[Michael] Doyle, and to all the other members of the seminary and of
the college, also in the name of all our group. But as I charge you with
giving our thanks to all these gentlemen, to whom we have so many
obligations, what should I not do to tell you how much we have to
give our thanks to you. I know well that your views greatly surpass
demanding human thanks. Therefore add to the other benefits that of
recommending us very insistently once more to the good God, that he
might grant us the grace of profiting from your advice, and of
corresponding well to our vocation.
I am, in the love of Jesus Christ, very sincerely, your very humble
servant,
Felix De Andreis
unworthy priest of the Congregation of the Mission
204 O'Brien (or O'Bryan), a native of Maryland, made his studies in Baltimore, and
was ordained in 1808. He died at the seminary in Baltimore, 1 November 1832. As Rosati
mentions that O'Brien had arrived on 3 October, it is likely that De Andreis either made
a mistake, or began this letter earlier and dated it when he completed it. (Rosati,
"ltinerarre," 4 October 1816.)
205 Louis de Chevigne was a layman on the faculty, which he joined in 1802.
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26. TO FELIX DE ANDREIS, C.M., PITTSBURGH206
+
Hesus].M[ary].J[oseph).
Eternity
Baltimore
15 October 1816
Father, the day before yesterday I received the very edifying letter
that you kindly wrote us, dated 5 October.207 I would rather not say
that I hope that this will find you still in Pittsburgh, and I would rather
be obliged to have it follow you to Bardstown. [Leave it] To Providence!
I am sending it to Mr. Beelen, by means of Mr. [Luke] Tiernan,'os to
whom I am giving 170 dollars from Baltimore. This is to be sent to you
and will be, I think, ofsome help to you. This is 100 dollars from Father
[Dennys] Carroll, 30 from Father Grassi, and 40 from another worthy
friend, Mr. Tuite, from Queenstown, Talbot County on the eastern shore
of our Chesapeake. He is a good Catholic, and I recommend him to
your prayers. I have no doubt that when Bishop Dubourg arrives [here),
he will find more abundant help. Bishop Flaget wrote me that you will
also secure funds in Upper Louisiana. Let us hope, Father, that the
great [saying) Deus providebit ["God will provide")"" will once again
this lime not be wanting for the missionaries who, like Abraham, have
left their country and walk in God's presence in the land that he is
showing them. There they will possess as soon as they arrive only ...
their souls in peace ... in patientia ["in patience (you will possess your
souls)"].'lO
We bless his goodness a thousand times to see in your dear letter
how much he is pleased to support all of you with his grace, amid very
206 Letter 26. Autograph letter, French, three pages with address, in SLAA, Rosati papers.
207 See the previous letter.
21)8 Luke TIernan (1757-1839) was an importer and shipping merchant of Baltimore,
arriving there in 1795. He was a benefactor of Catholic and Irish causes. (Biographical
Cyclopedia ofRepresentative Men ofMaryland and District ofColumbia [Baltimore: National
Biographical Publishing Co.• 1879], 497.)
209 Ceo 22:8.
210 Luke 21:19.
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considerable trials, as you begin. This is especially true since some of
your men are so young and frail that my heart easily enters into theirs
to experience all that nature suffers. Nevertheless, I cannot unite myself
to any of these loving and fervent hearts without sensing at the same
time how much consolations abound the moreamid tribulation. Propter
inhabitantem spiriturn ["because of the spirit dwelling in (them)"I.211 I
hear with delight in [your letter] the inexpressible groanings of the
spirit, who cries out with them this tender Abba, Pater ["Father"]'12
with a delicious abandonment, quoniarn sic placitur ante te ["for so it
was pleasing before yoU"]!2l3 God takes delight in the sufferings of his
servants! This delight comes from his divine love, because it can thus
prepare for them the eternal crowns that are even richer. This fills me
with joy in your sufferings, instead of making me complain to you
with any of those very weak expressions, which the friends of the world
would prefer to let themselves give us on reading such a touching letter,
despite your extreme reserve on the subject of the trials whose complete
extent I cannot fathom.
Let us hope, let us hope in good things from the Lord afterwards.
Too happy [for us], after all, ifhe is having us suffer hereat the beginning
for the profit of souls and for the future of the churches here. Too
happy [for us] if the blood of martyrs flows no longer, but hatred and
misery and tribulations of all kinds are at least the better part for his
confessors. If they make the desert bloom, they first have to manure it.
Pinguescent speciosa deserti ["let the beauties of the desert bloom"]!'!'
Oh, this is enough. My God alone. Fiat, fiat ["Let it be, let it be"]!215
Pinguescant speciosa deserti!
Dear Father Andreis [sic], I am speaking here contentedly from a
beautiful elegant room, while all of you are crammed into your place
and are sick, but finally, it is not I who am speaking to your hearts
when I send you the words that reading letters like yours inspire in
me. It is the divine master himself, so full of love for souls, whom he
sees more than ever converted by his blood and [now] participating in
211 Rom 8:11.
m Rom 8:15, and elsewhere.
213 Cited loosely from either Malt 11:26 or Luke 10:21.
214 Ps 65:13.
m Ps 41:14, and elsewhere.
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his chalice. He speaks to these dear souls, and pours out his sweetest
peace upon them in their pains.
I have received news of the worthy archbishop of Bordeaux. He
was awaiting in October the departure of Bishop Dubourg with twenty
other of his missionaries who were supposed to embark at that time,
but he gave no assurance of this, and I myself am at some pains to
believe that he is ready. I would prefer to take advantage, up to the
last moment, of the charity of our Europe to make the best possible
provision for this country. I have certainly had all the letters sent off.
AIl our gentlemen are extremely aware of your good remembrance
[of them). Please remember us in the prayers of each of your venerable
gentlemen and worthy priests. I would recall all these hearts already
so dear to the Church here, and so dear to our hearts. At least I would
ask you to remember me very specially still to Fathers Rosati,
Acquaroni, Caretti and Ferrari; these last two are the youngest and
most frail, eSpecially Father Caretti. May the Lord be abundantly their
strength. Messrs. Tiquitoly [TIchitoli), Deys, Gonzalez-muld I forget
even one of them?
For cor meum et anima mea in Jesu et Moria ["my heart and my soul
(are) in Jesus and Mary"],
S[imon] Brute
Please present my regards to good Father O'Brien.
Addressed: The Revd. Fr. Andreis, Vicar General of Louisiana, Care of
Mr. A. Beelen, Pitzburgh [sic].
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Interior of a flatboat.
Public Domain
27. TON.2!6
Louisville
20 (?) November 1816
fA missionary who left France for Louisinna with sroeral other priests,
reports in a letter, sent from Louisville, about his trip from Pittsburgh,]
We left Pittsburgh on 27 October. During our stay we had received
touching signs of affection from many Catholics and even from some
Protestants. One of these latter provided us with beer for our stay and
for our trip.217 We sang high mass every Sunday in Pittsburgh with
the deacon and subdeacon, and we sang vespers, too, with much
solemnity. These ceremonies had never been witnessed before in this
town, and everyone was struck by them, since mass had been celebrated
216 Letter 27. Printed letter, French, but original language is not given, in Annales de la
Propagation de la Foi, vol. 1:1 (1837): 36-39; republished (1842): 42-44.
It is uncertain whether DeAndreis wrote this letter, since its writer is not identified,
although the dates of his stay in Louisville tally with the date of the letter. If not, the
author might have been Tichitoli, one of those who met the local citizens on the riverbank.
217 Rosati identifies him as [Colonel James El O'Hara, a Presbyterian. (Rosati,
"Itineraire," 23-24 October 1816.)
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scarcely every other Sunday. The parishes, called congregations in this
country, are of such a great size that the pastor is obliged to say mass
by rotation in different locations. As a result, the church was always
filled not only with Catholics but also Protestants.
It was hard for them to see us go, and a large number of Catholics
went with us to the boat. Several were weeping, and did not leave the
bank of the river until they lost us from sight. Among them was a
Protestant woman who h3d held several discussions with one of our
confreres. She worked hard at becoming instructed, and had decided
to make a solemn abjuration.21' In general, the character of the
Americans is very good, and in the areas where we traveled they show
a great attachment to religion. We should try to come here often, or
establish missions in these towns that are being born and which are
daily growing so quickly. For the most part, these towns have neither
churches nor Protestant ministers, and we could easily attract many
people to the Catholic religion.
We left Pittsburgh on a flat boat. We made a partition with our
boxes, and closed it up with a door, such that we had a kind of room
where we set up our beds for the night. We arranged an altar in the
morning to say mass, and for the rest of the day it became a kitchen.
Wmd and rain came in easily, and despite all our efforts to protect
ourselves from their assaults, our aggressors got the upper hand. For
the rest, despite these little inconveniences, we were always quite well.219
Every day after the hour of prayer, we said mass, each priest in his
turn. On Sundays and feast days, the five of us priests said mass, and
then we would sing high mass and vespers. Divided between prayer
218 That is, to become a Catholic by renouncing her former religion.
219 This contradicts the information given about F. X. Dahmen in the following letter.
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and study, our time passed quite quickly, and the Lord preserved us
against the dangers of this long trip.'20
Some leagues after we passed Marietta, a very touching thing
happened to us. A gentleman on the bank near his home saw some of
our men taking a walk along the bank where they had disembarked.221
He came up to them, and after having a pleasant conversation, invited
them to his home. When he learned that we were priests, he began
with great emotion to speak about religion, and during the conversation
we saw that tears often ran down his cheeks and those of members of
his family. At last, he admitted that he professed no religion, but that
he had decided he would never embrace any other than the Catholic
faith. He wanted to have one of our men remain with him to instruct
him and his family, and all the people of the area. He would be happy,
he said, to be able to contribute with his considerable fortune to the
instruction of his compatriots. We were very sorry not to be able to
stop longer, but we were not the captains of the boat, and none of us
knew enough English to remain. We had to bid him farewell, but we
left him some English books for his instruction. He and one of his
friends went with us to the boat, embraced us, and besought us to get
some of our companions to come and stay with him.222
In all the places where our boat stopped we would disembark,
and everywhere we found reason to lament the state of religion in these
lands. From Pittsburgh to Louisville, a distance of 700 miles (200
leagues),''' there is no priest, although there are many Catholics as
220 Joseph Rosati described the flat boat to his brother Nicola on the eve of his
departure:
The boat in which I am going to travel with my companions is
like Noah's Ark. It is no higher than a man, such that you can hardly
stand upright. . .. There is a partition, and by means of this we
have only two-thirds of it for our room, which gets light from a
little window. In this room is the chimney, which will have a fire
for cooking and wanning us, and all our trunks and our other things.
On top of these we will lay out our mattress to sleep.
Joseph Rosati to Nicola Rosati, Sora; from Pittsburgh, 25 October 1816. (Copy in
DRMA, Rosati papers.)
221 Rosati tells the story in more detail, adding that the men involved were Casto,
Tichitoli and Brother Blanka. (Rosati,. "Itineraire," 3 November 1816.)
222 See also Rosati's "Life," Summarium, 82-83.
223 The league, a variable measure, is normally reckoned. as equaling between 2.4
and 4.6 miles.
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well as many Protestants very ready to become Catholics. There is no
church, although there are magnificent buildings for Presbyterians,
Episcopalians and Methodists. In many places we had offers to stay,
and people begged us tearfully to leave them one of our men to instruct
them. We gave them hope that God would protect their good
resolutions.
28(a). TO PETER DAHMEN, PRIEST, ROME'24
Bardstown, Kentucky
29 November 1816
To my surprise, on arriving at this bishop's residence in the midst
of an immense desert,'" I found your very welcome letter of last 12
June, with various other letters that arrived from Bordeaux. In your
letter you kindly gave me information that I did not know of, or to say
it better, it mentioned matters to me of which I was completely ignorant,
since Bishop Dubourg had not told me anything about them. Yet, I
cannot tell you anything by letter since here I am in the middle of North
America, and I absolutely do not know where he is now, since all the
information I have of him is very old. All I can do is to tell him about
them when I see him but I know already that he will be very late and it
will be inopportune.
I am taking advantage of this occasion to thank you for the efforts
which you have taken on behalf of our mission, and I congratulate you
about your brother, whose wonderful behavior endears him to the
whole group. On the most recent trip which we made together, on the
224 Letter 28(a). Copy, Italian, in the archives of the General Curia, Rome, De Andreis
collection, Volume I, Part I, Sect. D, #6,21-24; copy in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale VWorlo
Emmanuele II, Rome. Fondo Gesuitico, No. 1363 0 3492 (No.3); copy in Propaganda Fide,
Congressi ... Cod. 3, Fol. 609-10. (Several other early complete and partial copies of this letter
exist, in both Italian and French.) Cited in Rosati/Burlando, Sketches of the Life, 115-19.
Letter 28(b). Copy, Italian, in DRMA, De Andreis file, Box 1, folder F, from acopy (or original?)
in thearchives ofPropaganda Fide; copy in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emmanuele
II, Rome. Fondo Gesuitico, No. 1363 03492 (no. 4).
Peter Dahmen was a brother of Francis Xavier Dahmen, CM.
225 That is, a place with a small population.
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Ohio River from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to Louisville, Kentucky, a
distance of more than 200 miles'26 covered in twenty-three days, he
was a little bothered by some external bleeding, and he had to remain
in bed for two weeks. But now he is well and will be even better soon.
We had agreed with the bishop of Bardstown to place our young men
temporarily in his seminary, until our seminary in Louisiana is built.
Your brother, consequently, will remain here in the midst of the holiness
that this place inspires in all its inhabitants. As a result I am waiting
here until next week for him and all the rest of the groUp.'27
It is wonderful to see how Providence visibly watches over us. It
makes it easy for us to find everything, and keeps us all in good health
despite the fatigues of the journeys, sleeping badly in cabins open to
the weather, to the cold, with water on every side, and eating even
worse.'" It is a great feast when we find potatoes and badly cooked
corn bread with a little cold water which is not always good, since the
difficulty of having a few drops of wine keeps us very often from the
consolation of being able to celebrate mass. In comparison with ours,
a very frugal life led over there seems to me like a gourmet life. But
that is how they live here, and it is very difficult for a European to
match the austerity of the Americans. Here, although we suppose we
are leading a very penitential life, to those with whom we deal it still
seems to be too delicate. But we suffer all this willingly in view of the
great good we hope to do, and of the great dispositions to make it
grow abundantly which we see happening wherever we go in this virgin
land.
226 A mistake for 200 leagues, mentioned in the previous letter.
217 The others remained in Louisville, as De Andreis and Casto had left for Saint
Thomas on 22 November to make provision for them. Casto made the two-day trip
back with the seminary treasurer, James Derigaud, bringing horses for the others. Flaget
arrived at Saint Thomas, after some missionary visits, only on 26 November. (Rosati,
"Itineraire," 26 and 29 November 1816.)
228 A nearly contemporary letter from Bishop Ragel to a friend describes life at
Saint Thomas under Father David, the superior. The community rose at 4:30 A.M. in the
summer, spent three-quarters of an hour of meditation, followed by mass and study to
7:30. Breakfast consisted of a cup of milk and cornbread. Classes continued until noon.
After the meal, eaten in silence with public reading, there followed three and a half
hours of fieldwork. Classes, reading and prayers occupied their time until supper, which
normally consisted of a glass of sassafras tea, butter, two tablespoons of potatoes (dried
and then boiled) and cornbread. (Ami de la Religion 6:139 [9 December 18151: 127.)
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The seeds of unbelief and irreligion have not penetrated here. Each
one loves his own faith, whether true or false. It is true that the Catholics
are very few and that magnificent temples are built by Quakers,
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Methodists and the Protestants of a
thousand different sects that keep multiplying daily. This happens
because ofa dearth of missionaries. The Protestants themselves respect
and welcome Catholic priests beautifully, even more than they do their
own ministers. We ourselves have experienced this. In more and more
places there has been a kind of violence to collect the harvest that is
already white.229 An entire heretic family, after hearing only two words
of exhortation, knelt down and tearfully begged us to remain at least a
while with them to instruct them and others were moved to renounce
[their heresyl.230 It makes one very compassionate to see the great
extent of the region where there are cities and villages with many
Catholic families who never see a priest. The same is true when we
see a Catholic area without a pastor, since no priest can be had, which
then calls a minister and they all become Protestants. 0 God, what
desolation! with so many priests living in idleness in Italy and in Rome
itself. Here they would do an immense good by simply saying mass,
teaching catechism with a book in hand, and baptizing. Unfortunately,
among the other things introduced among the heretics, there is such a
great negligence in baptizing that many adults remain unbaptized, and
a huge number of infants die without baptism. Any miserable priest
with a little zeal and good will, anywhere he stayed, would surely be
able in a short time to found a parish of good Catholics.
I am not saying anything about the Indians who also show
favorable dispositions. They earnestly wish to have some "Fathers of
Prayer" (which is what they call missionaries) to teach them to raise
their spirit to the Master of the Universe. Such are the emphatic
expressions of their speech. For them the greatest austerities are
pastimes. They regard going three or four days without food as
nothing. They pass a rope between the muscles and the skin from one
side to the other, and by attaching to the rope a tree trunk, they drag it
up a wooded hill. That person is more pleasing to God who, according
to them, can drag it farthest without tearing the skin. On other occasions
229 A reference to Matt 11:12 and John 4:35.
2)(1 Near Marietta, Ohio.
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they likewise run a rope between the muscles and skin of their chest,
and they hang themselves from a tree, and to please the Supreme Being
they stay there until their skin is torn. What would they not be capable
of if they were cultivated? Many of them have preserved through
tradition the message of the Gospel received from their ancestors
through the ministry of the Jesuit Fathers, and they still practice various
exercises.'31 When they can hear holy mass, they willingly do so. A
missionary who would consecrate himself to cultivating them would
have a lot to suffer, given their ferocity, their arrogance and their natural
instability. But with time and patience he could do much. The extreme
lackofmissionaries, which is far from meeting the needs of the Catholics
and the heretics, means that we cannot think about the Indians.'32
lf some pious, zealous and rich person over there would decide to
make a considerable sacrifice of hundreds of thousands of scudi (no
less than that is required) to found here a college for missionaries with
all the accouterments such as are there in Europe, to be able to maintain
thirty or so workers to go here and there all over the United States, I
am sure that in a few years the Catholic religion would flourish even
better than in Italy, since here corruption does not predominate. The
big evil here is self-interest, since commerce is the soul of the country.
Missionaries here would have to be pure spirits, without bodily needs
to meet. Here more than ever the teaching of Saint Philip [Neri] is
true: Whoever wants souls should leave his purse behind. For this
same reason at least during these beginnings, little hope exists of
forming many American workers. Indeed, commerce certainly sweeps
away all the youth and drags them along like a torrent, so much so
that after learning in a seminary what they need for commerce, a large
231 Jesuits exercised the ministry in French Louisiana until their suppression in 1763.
(Charles J. Balesi, The Timeo! the French in the Heart ofNorth America. 1673-1818 [Chicago:
Alliance Fran~aise,1992}.)
232 "There are also, in this Diocess [sic]' some remnants of Indian tribes professing
the Catholic faith; the same haVing been carried among them by the Jesuits before their
suppression. Amongst these children of the forest, who evince a great attachment to this
Holy faith, is the tribe surnamed the Wolf. They are occasionally attended by one or
other of the Missionaries of Kentucky." (The Laity's Directory to the Church Service for the
Year Of our Lord M,DCCC,XXlI. [New York: William H. Creagh, 1822], 109; listing for the
"Bishopric of Bardstown.")
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A flatboat on the Ohio River. Early nineteenth century.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial Archives
majority of them abandon the ecclesiastical state and go to be engulfed
in the torrent.
Please excuse this outpouring of mine as I lay these issues on your
heart. I hope they will find ground that I do not doubt will be most
disposed to work for the glory of our good God, and for the salvation
of souls redeemed at the price of the divine blood, and will not be in
vain. I write in haste and in a language that I am already beginning to
forget, since I have forbidden it to our entire group to be able to practice
well the other required languages, the study of which now forms our
main occupation. So, please pardon my lack of exactness, which you
will be able to notice. Please recommend me to God as much as you
can and have others do so. If I am not too bothersome, I would also
like to ask you when you see some ofmy missionary confreres at Monte
Gtorio and at San Silvestro to share this news.233 Assure them all that
we are very well. We grow happier each day, and are thankful to God
233 This remark is possibly the source of the many copies of this letter in existence.
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for having called us to this wonderful mission. Tell them that we carry
in our hearts especially all our dear confreres in Rome from whom we
are separated only in body, and that we wish them every kind of
spiritual and temporal blessing.
Our establishment is morally certain. We would have been
immediately able to go directly to Saint Louis where we are awaited,
but for various reasons I decided to defer our travel there until next
spring when Bishop Dubourg arrives. Meanwhile we will wait here
all winter to perfect ourselves in the languages and to conform ourselves
better to the style of the country, a point of extreme importance if we
are to accomplish any good.
It is already time to stop. Pardon me and believe me to be in the
love of Jesus Christ, and full of deep esteem and veneration,
your most humble, devoted and obedient servant,
Felix De Andreis
unworthy missionary to Louisiana
In another hand: Arrived in Rome about the middle of July 1817.
28(b). TO PETER DAHMEN, PRIEST, ROME'"
My very dear brother,
You will find here'" more news than I was able to tell you in my
last letter from Pittsburgh, where we left on 27 October. I could also
add a thousand items of news which are heard everywhere here, and
which take place between the Catholics and the ministers of the various
sects. Because of their mad calumnies, with which they try to falsify
our religion, and because of the lies they preach, they are often reproved
openly by Catholics, as well as by their own followers. Their ministers
are shoemakers, builders, etc.
As to my illness that Father DeAndreis mentions here (by the way,
he gave me permission to read the letter) it causes only a little upset,
234 The following letter was attached to the above by Francis Xavier Dahmen.
21.'i In De Andreis's letter.
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Portrait of Francesco Antonio Baccari.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial Archives
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and only a few pains, but no injuries. On our arrival in Louisville on
19 October [November], I was again as good as new.
My dear brother, every day in which we have nothing to suffer is,
as it were, lost to us .... Dat cuncta coelum prospera ["Heaven bestows
all good gifts"l ... What more should I write now? Ah, I know nothing,
but my heart is full. Dear brother, how could I sufficiently thank you
for all the instructions that you gave me, for the many prayers which
you and our dear mother sent to heaven to preserve my life? (It often
hung by a thread.) Meanwhile, I live in the sure hope of one day seeing
my redeemer, Jesus Christ. I could long for nothing better.
If perhaps you are inclined to join me, certainly there is no other
place where there is so much to do and so many opportunities to acquire
eternal crowns. Write me first if you have some difficulties, and if I
could help, I would certainly not neglect doing so. I would willingly
give you some information about America, but I don't know about
what. This is like what happened in Rome when I was there. Almost
every idea left me first, and then I had little to write. For this reason,
ask me what you want, and I will let you know what I can about it.
I am perfectly content and healthy. I will begin my theology [classl
here with the other three.'" Father De Andreis will be our teacher. I
have not yet seen the bishop of Kentucky since he is away, but he will
return soon. The seminary where we are is three miles from Bardstown,
and it is called Saint Thomas.237
Be healthy. The evening is coming on and I can't see any more.
Write me a lot of news, and tell me about our dear mother too. I look
forward to your answer soon.
Your unworthy brother,
Francis Xavier.
2.1h Gonzalez, Deys and Tichitoli.
237 Dahmen enjoyed a good reputation, as David testified concerning his English
class: "M. Dahmen, who is truly the flower of this young band in every respect, will give
his [practice sermon] next Saturday. It is in him that I have found the fewest faults to
correct, both in style and in language. He is full of good sense, justice and solidity in his
thoughts." (David to Brute, Saint Thomas, 7 May 1817; AUND, David letter book, 9~11.)
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29. TO FRAN<;OISE VICTOIRE FOURNIER, BORDEAUX'"
Bardstown
2 December 1816
I will recount the events of our trip from Pittsburgh. After having
to wait a month and a half for the waters of the Ohio river to rise, we
departed on 27 October. We left on a flatboat, where we were like
sardines in a barrel.239 Nonetheless we tried to observe our rule and
used all our time at the required hours for prayer, masses, study and
discussions."o Sailing down the Ohio is not as awful as people had
told us in Bordeaux. On the contrary, it is delightful in good weather.
We disembarked in several places where the boat stopped, and
everywhere we found something to disturb us concerning religion.
Along the entire route from Pittsburgh to Louisville, extending seven
or eight [hundred] miles, there are many Catholics as well as Protestants
well disposed to become Catholics, but there are no priests, no churches.
There are, however, magnificent temples for Lutherans, for
Episcopalians, and in several places people invited us to stay. At
Marietta, in particular, a main family of the town, composed of people
who had to choose their religion-quite an ordinary occurrence in this
country-fell to their knees to beg us to remain, at least some of us. We
could only give them some instruction books and some hope that the
good Lord would crown their dispositions with success.
After 23 days of sailing, and having used up all our supplies, we
arrived in Louisville where Bishop Flaget had waited for us for several
238 Letter 29. Extract from a letter, French, reproduced in a copy of "Journal de la Societe
du Sacri-Coeur," in the General Archives of the Society of the Sacred Heart, Rome, C-VII, 2 c,
Box 6, 3.
239 Actually, one of three flatboats lashed together, carrying the Vincentians as well
as cargo. (Rosati, "Recollections," VH 2, 46; "Life:' Summarium, 290-91.) The captain
regularly delivered his cargo along the way. From Cincinnati, because of delays, the
missionaries continued alone with one pilot and one rower. (Rosati, "Itineraire," 12
November 1816.)
240 Rosati detailed their schedule in his "Recollections," VH 2, 47.
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days."! J was supposed to have joined him, but he had left, since,
complete bishop that he is, he cannot give up caring for several parishes
like a pastor. These parishes are quite remote, and they oblige him, in
his words, to become one with his horse. J finally had the consolation
of seeing him. Jfound in him a bishop, an apostle, a saint and a scholar.
But he is still the happiest and most loving man in the world, such as
one has to be to do any good in this country ....
J arranged with him that we would all remain here in Kentucky
until the bishop [Dubourgl arrives.
~..~ ~6!.'i,'~~~ .
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Flatboats on the Missouri River, typical of river travel in the early nineteenth century.
Collection of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial Archives
241 Bishop Flaget and Father Chabrat had gone to Louisville on 10 October to await
the missionaries. After a brief wait, they departed on 14 or 15 October, leaving instructions
with Mr. Mudd and others. (See David to Brute, Saint Thomas Seminary, 15 October
1816; AUND, David letter book, 7, 8, Sa; Flagel "Journal," 10-15 October.)
